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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to implement an automatic person identification system

based on face profiles. Each person's face profile can be quite unique within a small

sample population and therefore it can be used as the basis of an automatic person

identification system. To quantify human face profiles for use in the recognition

system, Fourier descriptors are used to describe the open curve extracted from a face

profile. Fourier descriptors in the low-frequency range are shown to be useful for

human face profile recognition. By using 16 Fourier coefficients, a correct recognition

rate of 92% for 60 subjects was achieved.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Using computers to identify human faces has always been an attractive field to

scientists and engineers. There are other person identification systems based on

fingerprinting, iris-scanning, or retina-scanning available nowadays; however, none of

them is more natural than identifying a person with his/her own face. This type of

person identification system using the human face as the basis can be used for

identification of criminals. It can also be used for authentication in secure systems. For

example, it can add additional security on top of the required personal identity number

(PIN) at the automatic teller machines (ATM), or it can automate the personnel

check-in/check-out at the entrances of office buildings. Probably one of the most

unique features to this kind of person identification systems is that the person being

examined may not even be aware of the examination taking place. The person's face

can be zoomed in with a video camera hidden in a place where nobody can see. This

type of non-contact and non-interactive automatic person identification system is most

valuable in areas of surveillance and security.

There are two types of human face images that can be used in a person identification

system.
(12) Of course, the most natural way to identify a person is from the frontal

image (i.e. the camera is focused on the front of the face.) Many studies have been

devoted to this area.(,3141516) However, the frontal image of a person can be very

difficult to analyze because of its complexity and variability. In addition, the amount of



information that one can extract from a frontal image can be overwhelming, which

means it can take quite an amount of computing time to perform a single identification.

On the other hand, it is possible to identify a person from the face profile (i.e. the

camera points towards one side of the face.) Work in this area dates back to the last

century when Francis Galton proposed algorithmic techniques for quantifying

normalized profile traces with characteristic lengths and angles. (910) Each person has a

unique face profile. We often can recognize a person from the face profile with very

casual inspection. We do that in many social occasions. The profile image of a person's

face is easier to analyze than the frontal image since the only information that we need

to process is the shape of the profile.

Researches on face profile recognition using fiducial points are commonly
found/6 7 8

n) Systems with this approach use fiducial marks such as chin, nose, forehead, bridge,

mouth and so forth. The distances between the fiducial points, angles between them,

and areas of some triangles formed by the fudicial points are used as the features.

Aibara et al. used a different approach to identify face profiles. (45) Fourier descriptors

in the low-frequency range were shown to be useful for human face profile

recognition. A correct recognition rate of 93.1% for 130 subjects had been reported.



In this thesis, a person identification system based on the face profile is implemented.

Fourier descriptors are used to characterize face profile curves. The input to the

system is assumed to be an image containing predominantly a human face profile.

Otherwise, detection of face profiles becomes an additional problem. It is important to

distinguish between face profile detection and face profile identification. In face profile

detection, an algorithm is devised to search for the presence of one or more face

profiles in an image. If a face is present, its size and location in the image must also be

determined. This problem is fairly complex and computational intensive. On the other

hand, face profile identification assumes that the profile curve of a face has been

perceived, and the next step is to associate a name to the face.

This thesis concerns face profile identification only. Therefore there are some strict

rules on how a person may pose in front of the camera. First of all, it is required that

the size of the face profile be at least half the vertical size of the image. Secondly, the

face should be upright although a little tilt is tolerable. Moreover, there should be no

occlusion (i.e. glasses are not permitted.) Lastly, mouths should also be closed

naturally to ensure consistency in the face profiles. To simplify the problem, it is also

required that the left face profile be captured.



Chapter 2. System Overview

Like most of the recognition systems, the human face profile recognition system has

two modes of operations:

1) collect and store data in a database, and

2) match input data against stored data in a database.

Capture

profile image

i f

Profile curve

extraction

i r

Compute
characteristic

vector

;.

leurrung
IF

Update

database
Matching

re

r

suit

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the humanface profile recognition system.
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Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of the human face recognition system. The input

data to the database are the feature vectors extracted out of the profile images

captured with a CCD camera. Input data are stored in a database for future reference

in the training mode, or matched against the stored data in a database in the

recognition mode. The human face profile recognition is divided into five major

functional units, each ofwhich will be briefly discussed in this section.

A. Capture profile image

Video monitor

r^\
White

background
'''

r

Person under examination

i \
D

CCD camera

Computer

Figure 2.2 Setup of the humanfaceprofile recognition system.

Background

lighting



The domain of our recognition system is the human face profile. Therefore, the input

to the recognition system are profile images of faces. The input device for capturing

images is a CCD camera. In Figure 2.2, the setup of the experimental human face

profile recognition system is shown. The person under examination sits beside a white

background. In front of the person is a video monitor which is connected to a CCD

camera and a frame-grabber board resides in a computer. The CCD camera captures

the profile image of the person's face. The live video image of the person's face profile

provides a feedback to the person so that adjustment of the posture can be made

accordingly. A set of photographic spotlights is used to brighten the white background

so that high contrast images of face profiles can be obtained. Binary images of the

profiles are then obtained with a simple threshold operation with the frame-grabber

board for the profile curve extraction.

B. Profile- curve extraction

Once we have a binary image of a person's face profile, we have to obtain a

characteristic vector from the image so that all subsequent operations will be based on

it. In order to do that, we have to extract the outline of the face profile. From the

outline of the face profile, the characteristic vector is computed.

In order to extract the outlines of face profiles consistently, we utilize some feature

points on a face profile. The feature points help to mark the position of the face profile

and give clues to the size of the face profile in an image. There are six feature points



that we are interested in. Among them, two are derived from the others. These feature

points are:

1) the tip ofnose,

2) the top of nose,

3) the bottom ofnose,

4) the chin position,

5) the upper terminating point (derived), and

6) the lower terminating point (derived).

The feature point extraction relies on the general shape of human face profiles. For

instance, there must be a nose protrusion and a chin protrusion in a face profile,

regardless of who the person is. Once we obtain the upper and the lower terminating

points, the outline of the face profile is simply the boundary curve running from one

terminating point to the other. The details of the curve extraction process will be

discussed in Chapter 3. Face Profile Curve Extraction.

C. Compute characteristic vector

Once the processor has determined the face profile curve of a person, it is not far

from being able to compare it with others. The comparison should concern only the

shape difference between two profile curves. Therefore we need to get a characteristic

vector from the profile curve which can represent the curve independent of its size,

position, and orientation in the image plane. We have chosen Fourier descriptors to



represent face profile curves since Fourier descriptors are invariant of size, position,

and orientation of any closed boundary. In our case, a face profile curve can be viewed

as a line object with a closed boundary. The mathematics of Fourier descriptors and

how we use them to describe open curves such as face profile curves will be discussed

in detail in Chapter 4. Fourier Descriptors

D. Update database

The characteristic vector, in which we use Fourier descriptors to represent face

profile curves, is invariant of size, position, and orientation. Therefore it is useful for

comparison purpose. As we have seen in Figure 2.1, there are two operations that we

can perform after we obtain a characteristic vector from a face profile. We can either

store the characteristic vector in a database for future reference or we can match it

with the stored vectors in a database.

A database is simply a collection of characteristic vectors which represent face

profiles of people. The vectors in a database are identified by names. To learn a new

face profile is to merely put a new entry in the database with the person's name

associated with it. Usually more than one characteristic vector are obtained from the

same person in various poses. So, we take the average and store the averaged values

in the database.



D. Matching

The human face profile recognition system identifies an unknown person by

comparing the characteristic vector obtained from the person's face profile to the set of

known vectors in a database. Distance measurement is made between the vector of the

unknown person and each vector in the database. The unknown face profile is

identified to be the person whose characteristic vector yields the shortest distance in

the distance measurement.

The performance of the human face profile recognition system greatly depends on

how the well the Fourier descriptors can resolve the differences in the face profiles of

different persons. A complete analysis of the system and the test results will be

presented in Chapter 5. Analysis of the System Performance.



Chapter 3. Face Profile Curve Extraction

Before we can perform any kind of comparisons on human faces, we have to extract

the face profile curve from the image. To automate the extraction process, we have to

successfully locate the upper and the lower terminating positions on the face profile.

The face profile curve is then defined as the curve running from the upper to the lower

terminating positions along the face-to-background boundary.

To help locate the upper and the lower terminating positions, a few feature points on

the face profile must be identified. These feature points mainly identify the positions of

the nose and the chin.

Figure 3.1 Tip ofnose.

The first feature point that we identify is the tip of nose (Point A in Figure 3.1).

Since the tip of nose is a protrusion that is most highlighted in a human face profile,
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we choose that as the point of reference in our face profile curve extraction. To locate

the tip of nose, we search for the extreme left point in the face silhouette in a window

that is 1/3 down from the top of the image and 1/4 up from the bottom of the image.

The upper and the lower positions of the window are determined by examining a large

number of images posed by a large number of people.

In order to successfully extract the face profiles from the face images of various

sizes, some kind of distance measurement on the face profile is necessary. The nose

distance, defined as the distance between the top and the bottom of nose, is used as a

reference. The upper and the lower terminating positions will be determined based on

this reference distance.

Figure 3.2 Bottom ofnose.

The second feature point that we identify is the bottom of nose (Point B in Figure

3.2). First, a small portion of the face profile curve is extracted out from the tip of

nose and downward. The extracted curve is encoded in chain code. The details of the

11



chain code and the curve extraction will be discussed in Chapter 3.1 Chain Code

and Curve Extraction. For now, we have a small portion of the face profile curve.

The bottom of nose is defined as the position of the first clockwise turn on the curve,

starting from the tip of nose. The details of the turningpoint detection algorithm will

be discussed in Chapter 3.2 Turning Point Detection Algorithm

Figure 3.3 Top ofnose.

The third feature point that we identify is the top of nose (Point C in Figure 3.3).

Unlike the bottom ofnose, it is not easy to use the turning point detection algorithm to

locate the top of nose because of the large variation that is found in the shapes of

noses and eyes ofpeople. In the turning point detection algorithm, only the chain code

of the curve is examined. The actual shape of the face profile is not taken into

consideration. Therefore, a different approach is used to locate the top of nose.

Since the position of the top of nose is a point on the face profile curve above the tip

of nose, we extract a portion of the face profile curve as shown in Figure 3.3. Then,

12



the line of sight from the bottom of nose to each point on the curve is examined,

starting from the tip of nose. If the immediate extension of the line of sight from the

bottom ofnose does not belong to the background, the top of nose is said to be found.

The immediate extension is a line of a few pixel units in length, an extension that is

sufficient to distinguish the nose-to-background boundary and the peak at the top of

nose seen from the inside of the face silhouette.

Now that we have clearly defined the position of the nose with three feature points,

we can compute the distance between the top and the bottom of nose. We will use this

distance, called a "reference distance", d, in our chin position definition.

Figure 3.4 Chin position.

The next feature point that we identify is the chin position (Point D in Figure 3.4).

For the chin position, the turning point algorithm is used along with a distance

constraint. First, the curve of the face profile below the bottom of nose is extracted.

Then the chin position is defined as the first counterclockwise turn on the curve that is

13



at least a reference distance away from the bottom of nose. This distance constraint

provides the discrimination against the feature positions at the lips that may be

mistaken by the turning point detection algorithm.

Figure 3.5 Terminatingpositions.

The last two points that we have to locate are the upper and the lower terminating

positions (Points E and F in Figure 3.5). These two points are defined by the

distances from the other feature points on the face profile. These distances are defined

in terms of the reference distance d that we computed from positions of the top and

the bottom ofnose. The upper terminating position is defined as the point that is 0. 75d

above the top of nose and the lower terminating position is defined as the point that is

0.5d below the chin position. The ratios defined here also come from the observation

of a large number of human face samples.
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Figure 3.6 Complete face profile curve.

Finally, the complete face profile curve is extracted from the upper to the lower

terminating positions as shown in Figure 3.6.

15



Chapter 3.1 Chain Code and Curve Extraction

To get the face profile curve is to get the contour of the face silhouette. The curve is

encoded in chain code. Eight-connectedness is used to represent the positions of the

neighboring pixels. The 8 directions are numbered in a clockwise modulo-8 fashion as

shown in Figure 3.1.1. To minimize the noise from the rough edges that may be found

in the face silhouette during the contour-tracing, a large contour-tracing mask is used.

The contour-tracing mask is analogous to a ball rolling on a hill surface. The larger the

ball is, the less bumpy is the resulting locus of the center of the ball. This technique is

similar to the erosion operation in morphological image processing except that a

constraint is applied to the movement of the mask in our case. Using a mask in

contour-tracing is essentially applying a low-pass filter to the curve. All the

high-frequency components such as the noisy edges are eliminated in the resulting

curve. However, if we use too large a mask, the critical curvature information may

also be removed. With a working image size of 512x480 pixels, the size of the

contour-tracing mask is chosen to be 7 pixels in diameter. The digitized version of the

contour-tracing mask is shown in Figure 3.1.2. During the contour-tracing, the

contour-tracing mask is moved along the inside edge of the face silhouette. The locus

of the center of the contour-tracing mask is then encoded in chain code.

16
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Figure 3.1.1 Eight-connectedness.
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Figure 3.1.2 Contour-tracingmask.

One constraint we impose on the movement of the curve is that the maximum

directional change from pixel to pixel is limited to 1 unit. In other words, the angular

change from one pixel to the next pixel is limited to 45 degrees. The reason for

imposing such constraint on contour-tracing is to eliminate the ambiguity found in the

curve length calculation.
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Figure 3.1.3 Ambiguity in curve length calculation.

Consider the two situations in Figure 3.1.3. Let the displacement from any pixel to

its horizontal or vertical neighbors be 1 unit and 1.414 units (root 2) for its diagonal

neighbors. The curve length for curve A and curve B are 1.414 units and 2 units

respectively. Curve B has a directional change of 2 units from pixel b to pixel c. As we

can see, pixel b and pixel c are both neighbors of pixel a. Therefore curve B could

have been 1.414 units in length if it went from pixel a to pixel c directly. Since the

curve length directly affects how we sample the curve, we simply impose a constraint

to limit the movement from pixel to pixel. The constraint allows the contour-tracing

mask to be moved in 3 directions only. They are:

1) 45 degrees clockwise,

2) no change in direction since the last movement, and

3) 45 degrees counterclockwise.

The decision on the movement from pixel to pixel is made by examining the 3 possible

moves in the order listed above. The order of the examination is important because it

18



ensures that the contour-tracing mask always leans towards the edge of the face

silhouette. The path of a move is considered clear when none of the edge pixels of the

contour-tracing mask overlaps with the background. When the path of a move being

examined is clear, the position of the current pixel is advanced with that move. If none

of the 3 possible moves is legal, the position of the current pixel is advanced with

move #3 (45 degree away from the edge.) This condition may occur with a

right-angled turn in a face silhouette. An example is shown in Figure 3.1.4. The

right-angled turn in a face silhouette does not cause any problem in contour-tracing.

However, it should be handled properly. It should also be mentioned that it is a rare

case since a human face profile is usually smooth. A sharp angle on a face profile like

this is very unlikely to exist.

previous movement

XJ
~~

of the contour-tracing
mask-J I

o
I-I
bO

a 1f
x>

-

l j k~*

i j 8
right-angled

silhouette

1 2 3 3 next possible moves

Figure 3.1.4 Right-angled silhouette. All 3 possible moves are illegal.
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Chapter 3.2 Turning Point Detection Algorithm

The bottom of nose and the chin position are located with the turningpoint detection

algorithm. The algorithm is to apply a series of filters to the chain code of a curve and

find the points on the curve which represent the points of inflections. The filtering

process is shown in the block diagram ofFigure 3.2.1.

ode

difference

1

average

2

accumulation

3

median

4

clipping

5

peak

detection
6

locations ofpoints ofinfl

Figure 3.2.1 Turningpoint detection algorithm block diagram.

There are 6 steps in the process. The chain code is encoded with 8 allowable directions

as discussed in Chapter 3.1 Chain Code and Curve Extraction. The directions are

numbered in a modulo-8 fashion so that the incremental change in direction from pixel

to pixel can be computed. To simplify the chain encoding and eliminate the ambiguity

20



found in the curve length calculation, the maximum directional displacement cannot be

greater than 1 unit between neighboring pixels.

In Figure 3.2.1, the first filter converts the chain code to its incremental values. The

output is then passed to an averaging filter. The averaging filter performs a

convolution on the input data with a kernel of all l's. Only the portion of the curve

with a large net directional change would yield a large magnitude. The choice of the

kernel size is dependent upon the feature size on the curve. A kernel size of 7 is

sufficient for our case. The output of the averaging filter is passed to an accumulation

filter which is essentially the same filter as the averaging filter but with a larger kernel

size. The accumulation filter generates large magnitudes at positions in which the

curve has apparent directional changes. The next two filters, the median and the

clipping filters, are used to process the data before the peak detection.

In the accumulation filter, a small kernel is used when the target is a sharp turning

position. In the case of detecting the bottom of nose, a kernel size of 1 1 is used. When

the filter is used to detect a slow turn on the curve, a larger kernel is used. In the case

of detecting the chin position, a kernel size of 3 1 is used. The reason for using a larger

kernel for a slower turn is obvious. If a small kernel was used on a slow turn, each

segment of the curve as seen by the kernel would become nearly a straight line and it

would be impossible to detect the turn.

21



In Figure 3.2.2, we are trying to detect and locate the bottom of nose. The

intermediate output for each stage of the filtering process is shown in Figure 3.2.3.

Figure 3.2.2 Bottom ofnose.

6

5

4

3

2

1

(a) Input chain code.

(b) Incremental values.
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(c) Average, (kernel size = 7)

(d) Accumulation, (kernel size =11)

(e) Median, (filter size =11)

(f) Clipping, (threshold value = 3)

Figure 3.2.3 Using the turningpoint detection algorithm to locate the bottom of

nose.
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Chapter 4. Fourier Descriptors

After we obtain the outline of the face profile of a person in the form of chain code,

we compute a characteristic vector of the profile curve using Fourier descriptors.

There are many ways to define Fourier descriptors that represent closed curve

contour functions. Two of them were reviewed by Persoon and
Fu.(1} The Fourier

descriptors presented by Zahn and Roskies are based on the function of arc length by

the accumulated change in direction of the curve since the starting point.
(2) Granlund

defined the Fourier descriptors in the complex space that is immediately related to the

Cartesian image plane. (3) The Fourier descriptors used in the human face profile

recognition system is based on it. The following represents the mathematical

considerations of the technique used by Granlund

Figure 4.1 A contourfunction in a complex space.

24



A contour function, a closed-curve C, is included in a complex space as shown in

Figure 4.1. A complex-valued function u is generated by moving a point around the

contour. Assume that the point is moving at a constant speed along C. Let the

parameter of length covered by the movement of the point at every time / be /. Then

the complex function is represented by

u(l)=x(l)+jy(l).

Let the total arc length of the closed-curve C be L and let the complex function u be

periodic with period L. Now the complex function u can be expressed as a Fourier

series. The Fourier coefficients become

L

and

a = |
\L

u(I)e-<Mdl
I ,
i 0

jnlnllL

nif) = _E

ar,e

For simplicity, we let L = 2k. Then the formulas become

a =4-\ u(l)e~inldl

2k jo

and

u(l) = ae^.

The Fourier coefficients here are not unique for a specific contour. They are dependent

upon the starting position. We are also interested in the effect on the Fourier

coefficients when the contour undergoes translation, rotation, and
dilation.
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A. Starting position

There is a set of Fourier coefficients for each starting position of the

contour-tracking. That means that there is a set of Fourier coefficients for each 8 of

the function

w = _.(/+8).

We now assume that there exists a function

u(l) = P0)(l),

and let a(0) be the set of Fourier coefficients of this specific contour function. All the

other functions are given by

w(/)=w(0)(/+8).

The resulting Fourier coefficients become

a = fV>(/+S)A"^/
2k J o

271 Jo w

= _L

\2n

uW(r)e-J"leJ"ddl
2k Jo w

= e^aT.

Therefore, the Fourier coefficients differ from that of the specific contour function by

a factor of e1'"5.
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B. Translation

When the specific contour function is translated with a complex vector Z, it becomes

!/(/) = !/<>(/)+Z.

The Fourier coefficients then become

a = 4~ \2K[u^(i) + Z]e-J"ldl
2k Jo

= -J-

\2n

u^(l)e-J"ldl+^-

\2K

Ze-J"ldl

-__{0)

6/n

= an +Z

2jtJo

for n^O, or

for A7 = 0 .

Therefore, all coefficients except a0are invariant of translation.

C. Rotation

y'

a
y
_

x'

t,r" w x

Figure 4.2 A rotated coordinate system.

In Figure 4.2, the original coordinate system is rotated counterclockwise by 9. From

the elementary trigonometry, the new and old axes are related by the equations
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x'

=x cosQ+y sin 6
y'

= -x sin 0 +y cos 0

or in matrix format,

y

cos 0 sin 0

-sin0 cos0

x

y

The 2x2 matrix that transforms the original coordinate system to the new system can

be written as a complex vector
e']f>if the image plane is viewed as a complex space.

Therefore, when the specific contour function is rotated counterclockwise by 0 in the

complex image plane, the contour function become

u(l) = e-Jeu(0)(l),

and hence the Fourier coefficients become

a = e jQan

D. Dilation (Scaling)

The size of the specific contour can be scaled with a factor R. Similarly, it can be

shown that the Fourier descriptors are simply multiplied with R.

an Kan

General form ofFourier coefficients

As a result, the general form of the Fourier coefficients generated by translation,

rotation, dilation, and changes in the starting position can be
expressed as
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a=A"5-e-^-i.-ai0)+Z8(),

where 8(n) is a delta function.

Table 4.1 summarizes the Fourier coefficients for a contour function that undergoes

all possible geometric transformations and changes in starting position.

Transformation Contourfunction Fourier coefficients

Translation u(l) = u(0)(l) +Z a=an +Zb(ri)

Rotation w(/) =AV)(/) an =A9a

Dilation u(l)=Ru{0)(l) an =Ran

Starting position h(/) = k<>(/+8) an=e^a?

Table 4.1 Some basic properties ofFourier coefficients.

In order to make the Fourier coefficients useful in shape discrimination, the

coefficients of a contour function must be independent of translation, rotation, dilation,

and the starting position. Consider the following set of coefficients, derived from the

Fourier coefficients in their general form an.

bn = (a\+na\-n)lax

=
[afle">*"''Re-:

PZZ]PP f"'*l

Both sets of coefficients are complex numbers. The difference in these two sets of

coefficients is that the new coefficients of the contour function are invariant of the
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starting position, rotation, and dilation. Because the new coefficients do not contain

a0, they are also independent of translation.

Fourier descriptors for open curves

In order to use the Fourier descriptors discussed above on open curves, we trace the

line pattern once and then retrace it so that a closed boundary is obtained. An example

is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Trace the line pattern once and retrace it.

Since the curve is an open curve, the positions of the two terminating points are

known. We can define the Fourier descriptors based on the magnitudes of the general

Fourier coefficients. We have

c = |a+i|/|tfil

= [\a^\-\e^\-R-\e-*\]{\a\ \e*\-R-\e-*\]

for>0
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The resulting coefficients are independent of translation, rotation, and scaling.

Although the coefficients are still sensitive to the starting position, we can let the

starting position be one of the terminating points of the open curve.

Implementation

The mathematics of the Fourier descriptors we discussed so far assumed the contour

function was continuous in space. The Fourier transform we applied was the Fourier

Series. In reality, the curve is represented by a discrete number of points in the

complex image plane. Since we trace the curve and retrace it back to the starting point

during the curve sampling, the sample values represent a periodic discrete-time signal.

Therefore, we can express the signal in a discrete-time Fourier series. Obviously, the

sample points of a boundary curve should be evenly spaced in curve length. The details

of the curve sampling will be discussed in Chapter 4.1 Curve Sampling.

Let u(k) be a complex-valued function that represents the coordinates of the points

on the boundary curve of a line object sampled at a fixed arc length. Let N be the

number of data points in u(k). The discrete-time Fourier series becomes

a(k) = |.I u(n)e-^nlN for 0 < < V,

and

u(k) = X a(n)e2nknlN for 0 < /c < _V.

M=0

The normalized Fourier coefficients are then given by
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Cfe = |aifc+i|/|a1|.

Due to the symmetry in the Fourier coefficients, that is

\ak\ = \aN-k\^

there are Nil normalized Fourier coefficients for an Appoint transformation. So, the

Fourier descriptors for an open curve are given by c0 to c

Another way of looking at Fourier descriptors for open curves

Figure 4.4 An example ofa way ofopen curve sampling.

Consider the open curve as shown in Figure 4.4. Let u(k) be a complex-valued

function that represents the coordinates of the points on the boundary curve of a line

object sampled at a fixed arc length. Let Nbe the number of samples in u(k) and let N

be an odd number as well. Moreover, let the starting point be one of the open curve

terminals. Then, we have

u(k) = u(N-k) for 0 < k < N.
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The discrete-time Fourier series becomes

AM

a{k) = ^ X u(n)e~J2nkn/N

/V n=0

= [(0) + u( 1 )e~WN + u(2)e~j27t2m+ . . .

+w(^)tA*(>iW

+u(N- \)e-J2nt-N~^k/N + u(N-2)e-J2n^-2^N+ ... +u(^-+ \)e'j2K(^+l}k/N]/N

= [u(0) + u(\)e-J2nk/N + u(2)e-J2K2k/N+ ...

+u(^f-)e-j2lt{^wi

+u(\)e+WN + u(2)e+J7n2k/N+ ... +u(^)e+mNr)k/N]/N

= [u(0) + 2u(\)cos(2Kk/N) + 2u(2)cos(2K2k/N)+ ...

+2u(^-)cos(2K(^-)k/N)VN

r (AM)/2 ]
= J2 [()Real(A27Ito,w)]-?.(On/7vO

The formula implies that the discrete-time Fourier series of the closed boundary can be

computed without explicitly closing the open curve. If we separate the real part and

the imaginary part of the complex-valued function, u(k), the Fourier transformation

changes from a discrete-time Fourier series to a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The

Fourier coefficients become

Real[a(k)] = j 2 Real j X Real[ii()]e^2"*"w 1 - Real[i#(0)] \/N,

Imag[a(k)] = 1 2 Real j X lmag[u(n)]e^Znkn/N 1 - lmag[(0)] \/N.

The equations show that the Fourier coefficients can be computed with the sample

points of an open curve. In order to use discrete Fourier transform in our computation,

the input signal to the transformation must be in real numbers. Therefore, it is

necessary to separate the complex-valued function, u(k), into its x mdy components.
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We have seen two ways of computing Fourier descriptors for open curves. In the

human face profile recognition system, we choose the first method in our

implementation. By explicitly closing an open curve, the Fourier transformation is

straight forward since it is rather natural to represent the sample points in complex

values.
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Chapter 4.1 Curve Sampling

After the face profile curve extraction, the face profile curve is represented by a chain

code. The characteristic vector of the face profile curve is then obtained using Fourier

descriptors. The input signal to the discrete-time Fourier series transformation is a

complex-valued function. It represents the periodic sequence of the locations of the

sample points of a face profile curve. The open curve is viewed as a line object which

has a boundary curve that can be traced and retraced back to the starting position.

Therefore, the boundary curve is a function of (x,y) coordinates and its independent

variable is the arc length since the starting position. To obtain a uniform sampling of

the boundary curve, we have to sample the curve at a fixed arc length interval. The arc

length interval is equal to the perimeter of the boundary curve divided by the number

of sample points. Obviously, the perimeter of the boundary curve is 2 times the arc

length of the open curve. Since the open curve that we obtained is represented by a

sequence of pixels, the arc length of the open curve is approximated by summing the

incremental distances from one pixel to the next pixel, from one end to the other end

of the open curve. The incremental distance of the horizontal moves and the vertical

moves are counted as 1 pixel unit while the diagonal moves are counted as 1.414 pixel

units (root 2). To retain the fidelity of the original curve, all sample points are linearly

interpolated from the original pixel coordinates of the open curve.
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The positions of the sample points closest to the terminals of the open curve can

affect the overall layout of the samples. Consider the three different sets of samples of

the same curve in Figure 4.1.1. In all three cases, the sampling arc length interval is ..

In cases (a) and (b), the sample points of the retrace overlap with those of the first

trace. In case (c), the starting point is neither at the terminal of the open curve nor half

way of the sampling interval from the terminal of the curve. As a result, the sampling

points in the first trace do not overlap with those of the retrace.

Figure 4.1.1 Different ways ofsampling the boundary curve ofa line object.

Obviously, it is easier to sample the boundary curve with cases (a) and (b) as shown

in Figure 4.1.1. Sample points of the retrace of the curve can be duplicated from those

obtained in the first trace.

In the human face profile recognition system, the open curves of face profiles are

sampled as in case (a) ofFigure 4.1.1. The total number of points that we obtain from

the boundary curve is a power of 2. In that case, we can use the fast Fourier transform
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to calculate our Fourier coefficients. The arc length interval for the curve sampling is

therefore the total length of the open curve divided by
2"'1

where
2" is the number of

sample points on the boundary curve.
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Chapter 5. Matching

In the human face profile recognition system, matching is the final process that

determines the identity of an unknown person. Preceding the matching process, a

Fourier descriptors vector is computed from the face profile of the person under

examination. This vector is called a test vector, from which a distance measurement is

made to each vector (template vector) in a database. A match is said to be found when

the shortest distance falls below a certain threshold value. The threshold value is a

maximum allowable distance for the system to consider a match. It is used to

discriminate against people that are not registered in the database.

To quantify the difference between the Fourier descriptors vectors of the face profiles

of two persons, we use Euclidean distance measurement. The /w-value Euclidean

distance between two ^-dimensional vectors is given by

m-\
2

dm= X [vi(j)-v2(j)} ,

where m < n and n is the size of vectors v, and v2. The smaller the Euclidean distance

is, the closer the two vectors are in the ^-dimensional space. To ensure that the

Fourier descriptors can truly represent a person's face profile, the Euclidean distance

between the Fourier descriptors vectors of two persons should be large. In other

words, there should be a significant difference between the two Fourier descriptors

vectors.
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In the following, we will examine the differences in the Fourier descriptors vectors of

people's face profiles as well as the consistency in the Fourier descriptors vectors of

the face profiles of the same person. The size of the Fourier descriptors vector, of

course, affects the effectiveness of Fourier descriptors in describing human face

profiles. For now, we will use a vector size of 64 coefficients for the following tests.

Formal evaluations on how the vector size affects the performance of the system will

be presented in Chapter 6. Analysis of the System Performance

A. Differences in the Fourier descriptors vectors of people's face profiles

Figure 5.1 shows 4 face profiles and their Fourier descriptors vectors. The size of

the Fourier descriptors vector is 64. ( i.e. 65 points are sampled from the open curve.)

The Euclidean distances between the vectors are shown in Figure 5.2. There are 4

tables in Figure 5.2. Different numbers ofvalues in the Fourier descriptors vectors are

used in the Euclidean distance calculation. In an /w-value Euclidean distance

calculation, only the first m values of the Fourier descriptors vectors are used. Since

the profile of the Fourier descriptors vector diminishes as the index increases, the

w-value Euclidean distance between two vectors converges as m increases. For this

reason, it is not necessary to use all the values in the Fourier descriptors vector for our

Euclidean distance calculation. We can see that the Euclidean distances increase by a

fair amount when 16 values are used in the calculation instead of 8. However, the

distances do not increase as much when the calculation is switched from 16 to 32
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values and from 32 to 64 values. Using only a small fraction of the Fourier descriptors

vector for the Euclidean distance calculation also reduces the computation time in the

matching process. The effect will become more noticeable if a large database is used.

In Table (b) of Figure 5.2, a typical value of the Euclidean distance between the

Fourier descriptors vectors of two persons is about 1000* IO6. We can choose our

threshold value based on this number.
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Figure 5.1 Fourier descriptors vectors of size 64 of 4 face profiles. (c0 is not shown,
which is equal to 1. 0.)
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Vectors vl v2 v3 v4

vl 469 1,857 1,238

v2 469 1,447 2,659

v3 1,857 1,447 1111IA|||111;:|11 5,223

v4 1,238 2,659 5,223

(a) 8 values are used in the calculations.

Vectors vl v2 v3 v4

vl 648 2,013 1,532

v2 648 1,506 2,889

v3 2,013 1,506 5,531

v4 1,532 2,889 5,531

(b) 16 values are used in the calculations.

Vectors

vl

v2

v3

v4

vl

688

2,035

1,576

v2

688
rftftftftftftftftftftftftft:

1,554

2,965

v3

2,035

1,554

5,570

(c) 32 values are used in the calculations.

v4

1,576

2,965

5,570

Vectors vl v2 v3 v4

vl 693 2,041 1,584

v2 693 1,561 2,973

v3 2,041 1,561 5,577

v4 1,584 2,973 5,577 IIAIIlllllAlliO

(d) 64 values are used in calculations.

Figure 5.2 Euclidean distances of 4 Fourier descriptors vectors of size 64. Various

numbers ofcoefficients are used in the
calculations. (Values are in IO6.)
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B. Consistency in the Fourier descriptors vectors of the face profiles of the same
person

In order to show that Fourier descriptors can be used as the basis for identifying

human face profiles, consistent results must be obtained from different images of the

same person. In other words, small Euclidean distances must be obtained among

different images of the same person.

Figure 5.3 shows 7 face profiles of the same person and their corresponding Fourier

descriptors vectors. In images 1, 2, 3, and 4, the person was asked to keep his mouth

closed naturally. In images 5, 6, and 7, the person was asked to open his mouth

gradually. The Euclidean distances between the vectors are shown in Figure 5.4. The

size of the Fourier descriptors vector is 64. In Table (a) of Figure 5.4, 16 values are

used in the Euclidean distance calculations, while in Table (b), 64 values are used.

Once again, we can see that the Euclidean distances do not increase as much when the

number of values used in the distance calculation switched from 16 values to 64

values. Further investigation on this respect will be detailed in Chapter 6. Analysis of

System Performance. Now, recall from the distance comparison of the Fourier

descriptors vectors of different people, the typical value of the Euclidean distance of a

16-value comparison using Fourier descriptors of size 64 is 1000* IO"6. If we choose

300* IO"6
as our threshold value, images 1-4 will all fall below this value when

comparing with one another. The Euclidean distances from the vectors of images 5, 6,

and 7 to the vectors of images 1 to 4 are larger since there are subtle changes in the

face profiles when the person's mouth is allowed to open widely. With the open
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mouth, the curve length of the face profile becomes longer. Since a fixed number of

points are sampled from the face profile curve for the vector calculation, the positions

of the sampled points are spread out more on the profile curve, causing the Fourier

descriptors vector to vary slightly.

In Figure 5.4, we can see that there is certainly a consistency in the Fourier

descriptors vectors of the face profiles of the same person with the mouth closed

naturally. The open mouth images have some impact on the resulting Fourier

descriptors, depending on the degree of openness. Therefore, the Euclidean distances

from these vectors to the vectors of the naturally posed images are slightly larger.
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Figure 5.3 Fourier descriptors of size 64 of the face profiles of the same person. (cQ
is not shown, which is equal to 1. 0.) The person's mouth is open in pictures 5, 6, and
7. Picture 5 is the least open andpicture 7 is the most open.

Vectors vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

vl 101 178 31 306 224 464

v2 101 44 109 147 112 341

v3 178 44 189 59 141 386

v4 31 109 189 352 199 415

v5 306 147 59 352 ^22-^^yW^^M^ 206 424

v6 224 112 141 199 206 184

v7 464 341 386 415 424 184

(a) 16 values are used in the calculations.

Vectors vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

vl 122 192 39 317 243 508

v2 122 52 131 163 132 376

v3 192 52 206 71 159 428

v4 39 131 206 370 218 461

v5 317 163 71 370 217 455

v6 243 132 370 218 217 209

v7 508 376 218 461 455 209 lllllllllll
(b) 64 values are used in the calculations.

Figure 5.4 Euclidean distances between the Fourier descriptors vectors of the face

profiles of the same person. Vectors v5, v6, and v7 are computedfrom images with

the person's mouth open. 16 and 64 values are used in the calculations. (Values are

in IO-6.)
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Chapter 6. Analysis of the System Performance

The correct recognition rate of the human face profile recognition system decreases

as the sample population increases. Besides that, there are other parameters that can

affect the performance of the system as well. The two most important ones are the size

of the Fourier descriptors vector and the number of coefficients in the vector that are

used in the matching process.

A. Sample population and vector size

We begin our investigation by seeing how the sample population affects the

recognition rate. At the same time, we investigate the effect of the size of the Fourier

descriptors vector on the system performance. First, 24 databases are constructed

based on the images obtained from 60 people. Each database is characterized by the

number of samples it contains and the size of the Fourier descriptors vector

representing each sample. Each vector in the databases is constructed using 3 different

images of the same person. To test the system, 4 different images of the same person,

which differ from those used to construct the databases, are presented to the system

for each corresponding entry in each database. The results of the tests are plotted in

Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Recognition rate versus sample population with various vector sizes.

As expected, the correct recognition rate decreases as the sample population increases.

Moreover, the larger the vector size, the better the system performance with large

sample populations. The recognition rate also seems to converge as the vector size

increases. As we can see, there is not a big difference in the system performance

between vector sizes 64 and 128.

Now, let us take a close examination of the above tests. Specifically, we choose the

test with the vector size of 64 coefficients and the sample population of 60 people. In

Figure 6.2, the confusion matrix of the test results is shown.
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Output
0000000000111111111122222222223333333333444444444455355555556
0123456789012345678901234567690123456189012345.78901234561890

01 1 2 .

02 . . 4

23 2

.*_> 28 1 1

JJ 29

a 3o

. H 32

59 1 3 .

60 1 3

Recognition rate: 220 out of 240 (91.7%)

Figure 6.2 Confusion matrix of the test results for the vector size of 64 coefficients

and the sample population of60people. (Output 0 represents the unidentifiables.)

The confusion matrix shows the output of the system for the presented input. The

numbers along the diagonal of the matrix represent the numbers of correct

recognitions for the given input. Let us take a look at person #12. The confusion

matrix shows that the system has mistaken him as another person for 2 times, one as

person #40 and another one as person #59. Person #33 has also been mistaken by the

system as person #40. Similarly, person #9 has also been mistaken by the system as

person #59. We shall examine the face profile curves of these people and see what
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similarities they possess. In Figure 6.3, the face profile curves of these people are

shown.

#33

Figure 6.3 Look-alike face profiles. Person #12 was mistaken as persons #40 and

#59. Person #33 was mistaken asperson #40. Person #9 was mistaken asperson #59.

At the first glance, these face profile curves may not look alike. However, they all have

similar features that make the computer mistake one as the other. First of all, while we

are looking at these images, we should remember that the system makes comparisons

based on face profile curves only. The face silhouettes of these images obviously do

not come close to one another. So, when we compare these images, we should pay

more attention to the flow of the profile curves. One of the similarities that may be

found among these people is the proportions of the main features on the face profile.
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These may include the ratio of the distance between the eye and the bottom of nose to

the distance between the bottom of nose and the chin position. On the other hand, the

errors made by the system can also be coming from the angular position of the face.

Therefore, it is difficult to conclude what causes the faults.

In Figure 6.4, the relative distances of all the vectors to that of person #12 are

shown. Four people with their vectors which are farthest away in the Euclidean space

to that of person #12 are chosen for close examination. The face profile curves for

these people are shown in Figure 6.5.

ii

e

-

a.

a.
CL
to

a

#5

#19#22

#12

#48

_j|

Person
Vector size: 64 60

# of coefficients used: 32

Figure 6.4 Relative distances of the vectors to that ofperson #12.
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#22 #48

Figure 6.5 Vectors of the face profiles #5, #19, #22, and #48 are far awayfrom that

of the face profile #12 in the Euclidean space. (Euclidean distances are calculated

from the database of sample population of 60 people and vector size of 64

coefficients.)

Now, let us compare these face profile curves. The face profile curve of person

number #12 is quite rounded compared with the others. The area covered by the curve

and the straight line joining the two terminating points is obviously larger than those of

the other face profile curves. Also, the eyebrow area of person #12 is not as distinctive

as the rest. Person #5 has a sharp chin and person #19 has a big round chin. The chin

of person #12 looks like those of persons #22 and #48. However, the noses of person

#22 and #48 are flatter than that of person #12. With all these differences, there is no

doubt these 4 face profile curves yield quite different Fourier descriptors vectors

compared to that ofperson #12.
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B. Number of coefficients used in the matching process

Another system parameter which directly affects the recognition rate is the number of

coefficients in the Fourier descriptors vector that are used in the matching process.

Since the profile of the Fourier descriptors vector diminishes as the index of the vector

increases, the Euclidean distance between two vectors converges to a stable value as

the number of coefficients used in the calculation increases. Therefore, we can find out

the number of coefficients that is adequate for computing the Euclidean distance

between two vectors. In Figure 6.6, the correct recognition rate is plotted against the

number of coefficients used in the matching process. We have chosen the vector size

of 64 coefficients for the test since it is most appropriate for a large sample population

size as determined earlier.

c
o

c
Ml

u

100

80

60

40

20
Vector size: 64

Sample population: 60

2 6 10 16 24 32

Number of coefficients used

64

Figure 6.6 Recognition rate versus the number of coefficients used in the matching
process.
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As we can see, the recognition rate increases as the number of coefficients used in the

matching process increases and it reaches its maximum at a quarter of the total number

of coefficients in the vector. In other words, the recognition rate of the system with a

vector size of 64 coefficients does not get any better with more coefficients used in the

matching process than that obtained with 16 values.

C. Face direction

In general, the human face profile recognition system requires that the person under

examination be facing absolutely perpendicular to the view of the camera. Any

deviation from the perpendicular position causes subtle changes or sometimes big

changes in the shape of the face profile curve, depending on person to person. In

Table 6.7, the Euclidean distances between the deviated face profile curves and the

straight face profile curves for a few people are shown.

Angle (deg.) -10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 2.5 5 7.5 10

Person #1 2,170 1,186 619 827 0 128 129 71 356

Person #2 3,178 1,345 345 231 0 78 110 164 403

Person #3 2,048 809 509 574 0 109 124 289 558

Person #4 3,809 1,348 467 157 0 89 78 147 438

Table 6.7 The Euclidean distances between the deviatedface profile curves and the

straight face profile curve. (The vector size is 64 and 16 values are used in the

distance calculation. Values shown are in IO'6.)
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The angular position of the straight face profiles is at zero degrees. Faces that turn

towards the camera have positive angular positions and negative for the opposite

direction. Notice that there is a difference between the two directions of angular

deviation. The face profile curves of people that turn towards the camera are much

more tolerable than those of the opposite direction. Intuitively, we think that the face

profiles captured at two different directions with the same magnitude of angular

deviation should be very comparable. However, as the person's head turns away from

the camera, part of the face begins to block or distort some of the essential features

found in the straight face profile. These include the nose and the lips. On the other

hand, the general shape of the straight face profile suffers minimum distortion as the

person's head turns towards the camera at a small angle since both sides of the face

hardly obstruct those essential features.

Conclusion

The human face profile recognition system presented in this thesis has clearly shown

that it is possible to construct a system to identify human individuals through their face

profiles. The use of Fourier descriptors to represent face profile curves has

demonstrated its practical application in this domain. Although considerable effort is

still required to construct a more robust and convenient system, this thesis has

confirmed the ideas and feasibility of building such systems that researchers have

developed over the past two decades.
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Appendix
Program Listings

This appendix contains the program listings of the human face profile recognition

system. The two main modules are matching, c and training, c for the

identification process and the registration process respectively. The rest of the

supporting modules are listed below with brief descriptions provided.

Module name

classify. c

classify .h

complex . h

costable . c

curvelib . c

curvelib . h

database . c

database . h

extract . c

extract .h

feature . c

feature . h

fft.c

fft.h

fgrabber . c

fgrabber . h

filters . c

filters . h

global . c

global .h

human f . h

image . c

image . h

sampling . c

sampling. h

vector. c

vector .h

Description

Matching process.

Macros for working with complex numbers.

Table to use for cosine and sine table lookups.

Chain code arithematics.

Database manipulations.

Curve extraction with chain code.

Feature detection and location.

Fast Fourier transform.

Frame-grabber board operations.

Filters for the Turning point detection algorithm.

Global variables.

Useful macros and definitions for the system.

Image file operations for non-realtime processing.

Curve sampling and display.

Highest in the program hierarchy besides the main programs.
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File: classify.c

claa:! ilyi (jATABA.If

classify
Find out the .

input vector.

Return value

/* distance between 2 vectors

:_VAL; I* minimum distance computed :

for ( 1
- 0; i database.nvectors; i++ ]
distanced] - dist -

define COKPLEX_AGSIGN|fl,b) ( \

ta) .y = (bl .y; \

define CCMPLEX_CONJ lit) ta) .y = - la) .y

def ine CCMPLEXADD |c, a, b) ( \

lc) .y m (a) .y + (b) .y; \
)

def ine COHPLEX_SUB (c,a, b) 1 \

(c) .y (ol .y - (b) .y; \

define COKPLX_MULT (c,a,b) ( .

fc) .X
= (a) .x*(b) .X - (al ,y*(b) .y; .

(c) .y = (a).x*(b).y+ [a).y*(b).x; \

define COMPLEX_MBG(a,b) (b) = sqrtl (a) .x'lai .

endif

File: costable.c

(a) .y*(a) .y )

Table of 1024

i_table|n] cos (2 *pi n/lDZ.)

Function: e_distance

Intent: compute the Euclii

Arguments: x, y input ved

fy( DATABASE, double

File.
** Intent:

complex.

Macros f

.include
-jnath.h-

#ilndet COMPLEX H

define

typedef struct comp _x COMPLEX;

detine COMPLEX(c,a

(c) .y - (b)
\

{ \

*m'j with couple;

00000000. 000000
99969BB18696204
99879545 6205172
997290456678690
995104126672191

992419534598710
999116509964781
985277642389941

99078526(1403230
975702130038529

970031253194544

963776065795440
956940335732209

949528160593037
941544065163021
932992796634739

923B795325112B7

914209755703531

903989293123443
B9322430119SS15
8B192126434B355

B700869911O6712
B57728610000272
844853565249707

B31469612302545
817584613151584

803207531480645
7883 .6.27626606

773010453362737

75720BB46506485

740951125354959
7Z4247Q82951461

707106781186546
669540544737067

611558954847016

653172842953777.
63 4393294163646.
615231S905B0627

595699304492434

575808191417945

555570233019602
534997619BB7097

514102744193222

492696192229764
471396736825998

449611329654607

427555093430262
40524131400 .990

362693432365090

359895036534988
336899953392220

313681740398992

290284677254462

266712757474896
242980179903264

21910124D156B70

19509032201612B

170961B8B760301

146730474455362
122410675199216

09B017140329561
D73564563599667

04906767 4327418

024541226522912
ooooooooooooooo

.02454122B522912

.049067674327416

.073564563599667

.099017140329561

.122410675199216

.146730474455362

.170961888760301

.19509032201612B

.219101240156670

.242980179903264

.26671275747489B

999981175292601,0
999529417501093,0

999475560573295,0
996820299291166,0

994564570734255,0
991709753669100,0

988257567730750,0

994210092386929,0
979569765685441,0

974339382765576,0

968522094274417,0
962121404269042,0

955141168305771,0
947585591017741,0
939459223602190,0

930766961078964,0
921514039342042,0
911706032005430,0

901348847046022,0

990446723244756,0
979012226428634,0

867046245515693,0

8545579BB365401,0
841554977436898,0

626045045257756,0
B1403632970594B,D

799537269107905,0

784556597155575,0
769103337645580,0
753186799043613,0

736916568877370,0

720002507961382,0

70275474445 7225,0
685083667772700,0

666999922303638,0

646514401022113,0
62963B239914927.0

6103B2806276310,0
590759701858874,0

570790745886967,0
55D457972936605,D

529903624686295,0

509830142543107,0

4B755O16014B436,0
465976495767966,0

444122144570429,0

422000270799600,0
399624199845647,0

37700741021641B.O

354163525420491,0
331106305759876,0
307849640041535,0

2B4407537211272,0

260794117915276,0
237023605994367,0
213110319916091,0

18906B664149606,0

164913120489970,0
140658239332849,0

116318630911905,0

09190B956497133,0
067443919563664,0

042938256934941,0

018406729905805,0
0.00613588464915.,-

-0.030674803176636,

-0.055195244349690,

-0.O796B2437971430,

-0.104121633872055,

-0.126498110193793,

-0.152797185258443,

-0.177004220412149,

-0.201104634642092,

-0.225093911359793,

-0.248927605745720,

-0.272621355449949,

999924701639145
99932238 .SB83S0

99811B112900149
996312612162776

993906970002356

990902635427780
98730141B157B5B

9631054B7431216

976317370719628
972939952205560

966976471044852

960430519415566
953306040354194

945607325380521
937339011912575

928506080473216,
919113651690058

909167963090522
999674465693954

B87639620402854
B76010094195401

963972856121597

B513551931D5265
838224705554838

B245093027B5025
81045719B252595

795836904608884

78073722B572095

765167265622459
749136394523459

732654271672413

7157308252B3B19

69837624940B973
680600997795453

662415777590172

643631542889792

62 .6S94991423B7.
605511041404326.

565797857456439.
565731810783613
545324988422047

524599682679469

503538363725716
482183772079123

4605387109592 40

43961623B53852B

416429560091637

39399204006104B

311317193951B3B
346418680249435

325310292162263

302005949319228

2785196693B5053
254865659604515

23105810B290671

207111376192219

1830398B7955141

156658143333861
134SB0708S07126

110222207Z93B83
065797312344440

061320736302209

036B07222941359
012271S3B2BS72O

0.012271538285120,
036B07222941359

061320736302209

085797312344440

110222201293BB3

134580708S07126
15BB58143333B61

1B3039667955141
207111376192216

23105810B2B0671

254865659604515
279519689395053

999630581195823,
999077727752645,
991123066644192,
995167414461660,
993211949234795,
990058210262297,
996308097244599,
981963869109555,
971028142 657754,
9715036909B6252,
965394441697689,
958703474895872,
951435020969008,
943593458161960,
93518350993B948,
926210242138311,
916679059921043,
906595704514915,
895966249156185,
B6479709043093B,

613094976416290,
660866938637767,
B4B120344B03297,

B2U02514991105,
B06841553S43799,
792106577300212,
776088465673232,
7612023854642 62,
745057785441466,
12B46439044B225,
711432195745216,
693911460889654,
676092703575316,
657606693297019,
639124444863116,
6200572117632B9,
600616479383B69,
SB0B13958095765,
560661516197336,
540171412129893,
519355990165590,
498221666972162,
476799230063322,
4550835B7126344,
433093818853152,
410843171051904,
388345046698826,
365612991604174,
342660711311994,
319502030816016,
296150866243624,
272621355449949,
248921605745120,
225083911359193,
201104634842092,
177004220412149,
152197185258443,
128499110193793,
104121633672055,
079692431911430,
055195244349690,
030674603116631,
0061356B4649155,
-0.01B406729905805,

-0.04293B256934941,

-0.067443919563664,

-0.091908956497133,

-0.116318630911905,

-0.140658239332849,

-0.164913120499970,

-0.1B9066664149806,

-0. 213110319916091,
-0.237023605994361,

-0.260794117915216,

-0.294401531211272,
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-0.290284677254462,

-0.313681740398691,

-0.336889953392220,

-0.359895036534988,
-0. 382683432365090,

4052413140( 1990
-0.427555093430282,

-0.449611329654607,

-0.471396736825998,

-0.492696192229184,

-0.514102744193222,

-0.534997619667097,
-0.555570233019602,
-0.515608191417845,

-0.595699304492433,

-0.615231590580627,

-0.634393264163645,

-D.653172B429S3777,

-0.67155B95484701B,

-0.689540544737061,
-0. 707106161186546,
-0.724241082951461,
-0.740951125354959,

-0.757206846506485,

-0.773010453362137,

-0.788346427626606,

-O.B032075314B0645,

-0.B17584813151564,

-0.B31469612302545,

-0.B44653565249707,

-O.B51728610000272,

-0.610086991108711,

-0.861921264346355,

-0.693224301195515,

-0.903989293123443,

-0.914209155703531,

-0.9238795325112B1,

-0.932992198834739,

-0.941544065183021,

-0.94952B1B0593037,

-0.956940335732209,

-0.963776065795440,
-0.970031253194544,

-0.975702130039529,

-0.990165280403230,

-0.98521164238B941,

-0.9991165099641B1,

-0.992419534598110,
-0.995164726672191,

-0.991290456678690,

-0. 998195456205112,
-0.999698818696204,

-1.000000000000000,

-0.999698819696204,

-0.998795456205112,

-0.997290456618690,

-0.995184126612197,

-0.992479534596710,

-0.969176509964181,

-0.965277642366941,

-0. 960795280403230,
-0.975702130036529,

-0.970031253194544,

-0.963776065195440,

-0.956940335132209,

-0.949528160593037,

-0. 941544065183021,
-0.93299279BB34739,

-0.923879532511267,

-0. 914209755103531,
-0.903989293123443,

-0.693224301195515,

-0 .661921264346355,

-0.670086991106712,

-0.657729610000272,

-0.644853565249707,

-0.631469612302546,

-0.617584813151584,

-0.603207531460645,

-0.788346427626606,
-0.773010453362737,

-0.157208846506485,

-0.740951125354959,

-0.7242470B2951467,

-0.107106781186548,

-0.669540544731067,

-0.611558954B41019,

-0.653172842953777,

-0.63 43932B4163646,
-0.615231590580627,

-0.595699304492433,

-0.575BO8191417B45,
-0.555510233019602,

-0.534991619881091,
-0.514102744193222,

-0.492B9B192229784,

-0.471396136925998,

-0.449611329654601,

-0.421555093430293,

-0.405241314004990,

-0.392683432365090,

-0.3598950365349B8,

-O.336BB9B53392220,

-0.3136B1740398892,

-0.2902B4677254462,

-0.266712757474899,

-0.2429B0179903264,

-0.219101240156870,
-0.195090322016129,

-0.170961886760302,

-0.146730414455362,

-0. 122410615199216,
-0.098017140329560,

-0.073564563599667,

-0.049067674327413,

-D.02454122B522912,

-O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO,

0.024541228522912,0

0.04906767 4327416,0

0.073564563599661,0

0.099017140329560,0

0.122410675199216,0

0.146730414455362,0

0.170961666760301,0

0.195090322016126,0

0.219101240156970,0

0.29615OBBB243624,-0
0.319502030616016,-0
0.342660711311994,-0
0.36561299780 .774,-0
0.398345046698926,-0
0.410843111057904,-0
0.433093619853152,-0
0.455083587126344,-0
0.476199230063322,-0
0.498227666912782,-0

0.519355990165590,-0
0.540171472729893,-0
0.560661576191336,-0
0.560813958095764,-0
0.600616479363669,-0

0 .620057211163269,-0
0.639124444863176,-0
0.657806693291079,-0

0.676092703515316,-0

-0.693911460669654,-0

-0.711432195745217,-0

-0.728464390446225,-0

0.745051765441466,-0

0.761202365484262,-0

0.116BB6465673232,-0

0.792106577300212,-0

-O.B066415S3543799,-0

O.B21102514991105,-0
0.B346628749863B0,-0

0.846120344903297,-0
- 0. 6 6066693 B 63 7 761,-0
-0.B13O9497841B290.-0

0.864797099430938,-0

0.695966249756165,-0

0.906595704514915,-0
0. 916679059921043,-0
0.926210242138311,-0
0.935183509936948,-0
-0.943593459161960,-0

-0.951435020969006,-0

-0.958703474B95812.-0

-0.965394441691669,-0

-0.971503890986252,-0

0.977028142657154,-0

0.981963969109555,-0
-0.986308097244599,-0

-0.990058210262291,-0

-0.993211949234195,-0

-0.995161414461660,-0

-0.997723066644192,-0

-0.999077721152645,-0

0.999930581195823,-0

-0.999981115262601,-0

0.999529411501093,-0

-0.998415560573295,-0

-0.996820299291166,-0

-0.994564510734256,-0

-0.991109153669100,-0

0.98B251567730750,-0

0.984210092386929,-0

0.979569165685441,-0

-0.914339382785576,-0

-0.96B522094274417,-0

-0.962121404269042,-0

-0.955141166305771,-0

0.947585591017741,-0

-0.939459223602190,-0

-0.930766961078984,-0

-0.921514039342042,-0

-0.911706032005430,-0

-0.901346641046022,-0

-0.890446123244758,-0

-O.B19012226428634,-0

-0.961046245515693,-0

-0.954551966365401,-0

-0.84155 .977436898,-0

O.B28045045251756,-0

-O.B14036329705949,-0

-0.799531269107905,-0

-0.7B4556597155575,-0

-0.769103337645580,-0

-0.753186199043613,-0

-D.736B16568877370,-0

-0.720002501961382,-0

-0.702754144457225,-0

-0.6B5083667772700,-0

-0.666999922303638,-0

-0.648514401022112,-0

-0.629636236914927,-0

-0.610382606276309,-0

-0.590759701650074,-0

-0.5707B0745686967,-0

-0.550457912936605,-0

-0.529903624666295,-0

-0.509930142543107,-0

-0.487550160146436,-0

-0.465976495161961,-0

-0.444122144510430,-0

-0.422000210199800,-0

-0.399624199845641,-0

-0.377007410216416,-0

-0.354163525420491,-0

-0.331106305759B11,-0

0.307949640041535,-0

-0.284407537211272,-0

-0.260794117915216,-0

-0.237023605994366,-0

-0.213110319916092,-0

-0.189068664149B06,-0

-0.164913120489910,-0

-0.140659239332649,-0

-0.116318630911905,-0

-0.091908956497133,-0

-0.067443919563664,-0

-0.042938256934941,-0

-0.016406729905805,-0

1.006135664649154,0.0

.O306146O3176636,0.03i

.055195244349689,0.06

.079682437971430,0.06:

,104121633872055,0

.129498110793793,0.13

.152797165258443,0.151

.201104634642092,0.21

.225083911359793,0.23

302005949319226,-0.301849640041535,
325310292162263,-0. 33 1106305759B76,
346418660249434,-0.354163525420490,
311311193951636,-0.311001410216419,
393992040061046,-0.399624199645647,
416429560097637,-0.422000210199900,
436616238539527,-0.444122144570429,
460536710958240,-0.465976495167966,
462183772079123, -0 . .8755016014B436,
503538383725718,-0.508630142543107,
52 4589682679469, -0.5298036246B6295,
54532 4998422046,-0.550451912936605,
56573 18 10 7836 13, - 0.5701 601 45 6 B 69 67,
585797957456439, -0.59015910 1B5BB74,
605511041404325,
624859488142386,
643B315428B9791,
662415777590172,
6B0600997795453,
69B376249409973,
715730925293919,
732654271612413,

0.610362806216310,
0.629636238914927,
0.646514401022112,
0.666999922303637,
0.685063667772700,
0.702754144451225,
0.720002507961382,

6566B77370,
749136394523459,-0.753166799043612,
65167265622459,-0.769103331645590,
1B013122B572095
195B3690460BBB4,
B1045119B252595,
B24589302185025,
838224105554838,

1556591155515,
0. 799531269101905,
0.914036329105948,
O.B28045045251156,
0.841554971436B9B,

651355193 105265, -0.854557968365400,
663912 85 6121581,-0.8670 462 45515693,
81601009 4195401,-0.9 7 901222 642 8 63 4,
881639620402854,-

696614465693954,-

909161983090522,
919113 651690058,-
926506080413216,-

0.B90449723244759,
0.901348847046022,
0.911706032005430,
0. 921514039342042,
0.930166961018984,

931339011912515,-0.939459223602190,
945601325360521,-0.941585591011141,
953306040354194,-0.955141168305111,
960430519415566,-0.9 62121404269042,
96691641 1044652, -0.96B522094214411,
912939952205560,-0.91433 9382785516,
978317370719626,-0.979569765685441,
98310548 7 431216,-0.9 64210092396929,
987301418157858, -0 . 9BB257567730750,
990902635427780,
993906970002356,
996312612182778,

0.991709753669100,

0.994564570734255,

0.996620299291166,

998118112900149,-0.996415580513295,
999322394588350,-0.999529411501093,
99992 4 70 1939 145, -0.99998 111 52 B2 601,
999924701839145,
999322394599350,
999119112900149,
99631261218277B,
993906970002356,
990902635427790,

0.999630561795823,
0.999077121152645,
0.997723066644192,
0.995767414467660,
0.993211949234195,
0.990056210262291,

9973D141B157B5B, -0.986306091244599,
9 B3 105 48 143 12 16,-0.961963669109555,
979317370719628,-0.977026142657754,
972939952205560,-0.971503690966252,
9669 7 647 1 044952, -0.965394441 69 168 9,
960 43 0519 4155 66,-0.959703 4148 95812,
953306040354194, -0.95143502096900B,
945607325390521,-0.943593458161960,
937339011912575, -0.93518350993B94B,
9285060 90 4 73216,-0.9262102 4213 8312,
919113851690058,-0.916679059921043,
909167983090523,-0.906595104514915,
898674465693954

887639620402854
876070094195407

863972856121S87

951355193105265
839224705554939

824589302785025

810457198252595
795836904608994

78073722B572095
765167265622459

749136394523459

732 65 4271672413

715730B252B3819

69B376249408973

6B0600997195453

662415777590172
6438315 42999792

624959499142397

605511041404326

585797857456439

56S731810783614
545324999422047

524589682678469,
503538383725718,
462183772079123,
460538710959240,
436616236536526,
416429560097637,
393992040061048,
371317193951838,

-0.895966249156195,

-0.864791098430938,

-0.873094918416290,

-0.860866936631161,

-0.846120344803291,

-0.634662614986380,

-0.821102514991105,

-0.806841553543199,

-0.792106577300212,

-0.776886465613232,

-0.761202365464262,

-0.745057765441466,

-0.728464390448225,

-0.711432195145217,

-0.693971460669654,

-0.676092703515316,

-0.657806693297019,

-0.639124444663116,

-0.6200512111632B9,

-0.600616419383669,

-0.580813956095165,

-0.560661516191337,

-0.540111412129B93,

-0.5193559901655B9,

-0.4982216669121B2,

-0.416199230063322,

-0.45506356112 6344,
-0.433093618953152,

-0.410643111057904,

0.386345046698827,
0.365612997B04774,

348418680249435,-0.3 42 660111311995,

325310292162263,-0. 3 19502030B16015,

302005949319229, -0.2 96150B B 82 43 62 4,
27851968938505

254665659604514,
231058108280671,

207111376192219,
183039887955141,
158858143333862,
134580708507126,
110222207293663,
065791312344440,
061320736302209,
036807222941359,
012271538285721,
12211538265720,0.018406129905905

01222941359,0.04293 625 69349 41,
13201363 02209,0.061443919563 664,
5191312344440,0.091906956497132,

0222201293863,0.116318630911904,

4580108501126,0.140658239332849,

BB58143333B61,0. 164913 1204B9969,

3039BB1955 141,0.189068664149806,

7111376192218,0.213110319916092,
05B10828067 1,0.231023605994361,

0.2126213554'

0.2.B921605145720,
0.225063911359793,

0.201104634B42092,
0. 111004220412149,

0.1521911B525B444,
0. 126496110793794,

0.104121633B72055,

0.019662431971431,
0.055195244349690,

0. 030614803116636,
0.006135BB4649154,

0.242960179903264,0
0.26671275741469B,0
0.290284677254462,0
0.313681740396891,0
0.336889853392220,0
0.3598950365349BB,0
0.382663432365090,0
0. 405241314004990, 0
0.427555093430282,0
0.449611329654607,0
0.471396136825998,0
0.492996192229164,0
0.514102144193222,0
0.534991619BB7097,0
0.555570233019602,0
0.515808191417845,0
0.595699304492433,0
0.615231590580621,0
0.63 4393264163646,0
0.653172842953777,0
0.611558954841018,0
0.669540544131067,6
0.701106781186547,0
0.724247092951467,0
0.740951125354959,0
0.751208946506484,0
0.773010453362737,0
0.786346427626606,0
0.903201531490645,0
0.917564613151584,0
0.831469612302545,0
0.844853565249101,0
0.957726610000212,0
O.B70086991108711,0
0.881921264348355,0
0.893224301195515,0
0 .903989293123443,0

0.914209755703531,0
0.923879532511297,0
0.932992796634739,0
0.941544065163021,0

0.949528190593037,0
0. 956940335732209, C
0. 963776065795440, C
0. 910031253194544, C
0. 975702130036529, [
0.9801852B0403230,[
0. 985211642388941, C
0.999116509964761, C
0.992479534599710, C
0. 995184126672191, C
0. 997290456679690, [

24B927605745720,{

212621355449949, (

2961508862 43 623, (
319502030616015, (
.342660717311995, (
365612997804114,1

3BB34504669BB26,!

410643171051904,1

433093818653152,1
455083587126344,1

476199230063322,1
4962276669121B2,(

.519355990165589,1

540111472729892,1
560661576197336,1
580613958095165,1

600616479363869,1

620051211763289,1
639124444863116,1

657806693297019,1
676092103575316,1

693971460B99654,!
111432195145216,1

164390449225,1
145057765441466,1

'612023854B4262,!
16B8B465613233,!

'92106511300212,1

106647553543199,1

821102514991105,1
I34662B74966360,I

146120344803291, I

I6066693B631161, I

873094979416290,1
884791098430938,1

895966249156165,1

106595104514915,1

116679059921043,1

9262102 42138311,1
935183509938948,1

943593456161960, r

951435020969008,1

95B703474695972,i

'653944416916B9,'

.911503990966252,1

'71028142651154,'

990056210262291,
993211949234795,
995767414467660,
997723066644192,

365 659604514,1

.2765196B9395053.I

.302005949319226,1

.325310292162263,1

.346416680249435,1

.371317193951631,1

.393992040061048,1

.416429560097631,1

.436616238538521,1

.460536110950240,1

.482163172079122,1

.503538383725118,1

.524589682618469,1

.45324986422047,1

.65731B10763613,!

.565191857456439,1

.605511041404325, 1

.6246594881423B6,I

131542869191,1
662415777590172,1

.680600997795453,1

.696316249406912,1

115130825283619,1
.132654211672413,1

'49136394523459,1
.165167265622459,1

)0737228512094,(
,19583690460BB83,I

110457198252595,1
.624589302185025,1

)38224705554B38,(
.851355193105265,1

.B63912956121586,1
110094195401,1

.897639620402854,1

398614465693954,1

I091619B3090522.I
<191138S16900SB,I

128506080473216,1
.937339011912575,1

945 6073253B0521,!

553306040354194, i

160430519415566,1

.966916471044852,1

.912939952205560,1

.311370119628,:

3105481431216,
.987301418157658,

.990902635427780,
193906910002356,
.996312612182778,

119112900149,
.22384568349.

12,

.260794117915216.

401531211212,
.301849640041535.

.331106305759676,

163525420490,
101410216'

.399624199845646,

100210799149,
.444122144570429,

.465916495761961

.481550160148436,

13014254310'

.529803624666295,

.5504579729361

.5101B0745886967,

.646514401022112,

.666999922303638,

35083667712101,

72000250796
736816b6B87

75316619904;
T6910333764558I

'94556597155511

799531269107901
314036329705941

.62B04S04525775:

.841554971436891

.65455796636540

.66104624551569

J1901222642B63.
390448723244751

.901348B4104602:

'06032005431

.92151403934204;

.9307669610769B-

139459ZZ360219I

14758559101774
15514116830571

16212140426904:
.96852209421441

133938276557.

.91956976568544

1421009238692
.98625156173075

70915366909

.99456451013425

.99692029929116

47559051329

File: curvelib.c

File: cucvelib.c

Intent: Curve arithmetic functions .

Routines: void chain_infol int ", int, double '

int npoints;

COORD "locat iox

curr_y += neighbor [code) .y;
curc_d += neighbor (codel -len;
location--x = cu_r_x;

"runlen++ = currd;

Return the index in an array of run-length.

represents the closest position of the giver

runlen the array of run- length .

index the index in the array.
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database->vectoc =

(double )aalloc( sizeor {double ) 'database-
database- >vector_id

database->vector_ctr

(int *)malloc( sizeof (int) 'database- -nvector;

fttich point is closer the desired curve length.

File: curvelib.ho

Function: load vector

Intent: To load a vector fron a curr

into the memory.

Arguments : fp f ile pointer

vnum vector nuobe

:ntly opened database Ii

load_vector I fp, database,
FILE *fp;

DATABASE 'database ;

define ROOT2 1.4142136 alue of root 2

,]

0 12
1 X 3

** 6 5 4

def i ^ NWEST 0
defi e NORTH 1
defi e NEAST 2
defi e EAST 3
define SEAST 4

define SOUTH 5
deli 3HEST S

deli BEST 7

fgets ( buf, 60, fp |

bufllen-ll = '\0-;

' get the vector

' string length i

' replace neulin*

strcpyl database->vectot_id [vnum | , but ) .

fscanfl fp, "td\n", sdatabase-,-vectorj_tr[vnum) );

database- >vector Ivnun ] =

fscanfl fp, "Uf\n", .-vector[vnum ) 1 1 1 ,

Function declarath
Function: save dat

Intent : To save

a file.

Arguments : database

of the output file.

create^database ( DATABASE *, int )
load database! DATABASE ", char * ;

save_database( DATABASE, chat " )
add_vector( DATABASE *, double ", '

blend_vector( DATABASE ', double *

find vector id 1 DATABASE, char * )

FILE *fp;

fp = fopenf outf ile, "w"

ibase.nvectora;
l-M- ) (

"la\n", database.vector_id |i)
"\d\n", database.vector ctr|il

elude ".Ainclude.humanf .1

createdatabase

To create a new database.

database pointer to the databa:

fclose! fp ) ;

ibase- >nvector:

To load a fa. latabase from a file

unable to open input fi.

load database! database, infi

DATABASE -database;

load_vector( FILE *, DATABASE ', int !

FILE *fp-

if 1 (fp - fopent infile.
"r" ))

retutn! 0 ) ; '

fscanfl fp, "Id.n", idatabase--^

> open input file */

'* vectors in the tL

irray pointers before allocating t

vector_array = database->vector;

vector id array = database->vector_id;

vector_ctr_array = databose-^vectorcti

*" Allocating space for the new arrays of poiir

'/
database- >vector = (double "Imalloc! sizeof (double
database->vector_id = (char **)malloc( sizeof (char
database- ;-vector_ctr = (int *)malloc( sizeof (int) 'n
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'. - 0; i . nv-1; 1++ ) |
database--vector | i | = vector_array | i | ;

database->vector_ld|il vector_id_array |i) ;

database->vector_ctr |i| - vector_ctr_array | i ) ;

datobase->vector[nv-l| -

(double )malloc (
for ( i = 0; i < database-

File: extract.c

v
" r *

database- >vector id|nv-l| =

strcpyl database- -vector_id [nv- 1 | , vid )

COORD *, double )

Setting new vector counter to :

Free memory space from old arrays.

tree! >

free( >

free!

Functi
Intent

blend ve

To blend

Blending
Arguments database

Return VA]ue: 0

; COORD circlel6|) = (
-2, -2 ),
-1, -3 ),

/* south-east !

double '

if ( vnu_

/* invalid vector number "7

Function: where is bournJory
Purpose: Given the initial position in the image plane

of a binary image, search horizontally for a boundary

ot pixels of solid face profile. Its value should be 0.
facil

r |i| = (vector [i]* (double] uector_cti
(double) (vectorctr+1) ;

boundary! init_x, init_y )
nltjt, itiit_y;

! database in memory.

inltial_value = READ_PIXEL( init_x,

it [ lnitial_value ==0)1 /

(or { i = 1; i * init_x; i++

if ( READ_PIXEL( init

ithin the fa'

it I READ PEXEL1 init ;

if I Istrcmpl database

File: database.h

face profile curve from a binary
an face. The difference code of the

erated contains only -1, 0, and 1.

the starting pixel. It should be a

pixel within the face profile that

is close to the boundary.

the normal direction of pixel give]

in init_pos. It does not have to b<

exact, but it should be close to tl

reality.

traverse direction. It is either

CH for clockwise or CCB for

function declarf

include "
. AincludeVhumant

c tea te_database ( DATABASE ", int )
loaddatabasel DATABASE *, char '

save_database( DATABASE, char - );
add_vector( DATABASE *, double *,
blend_vector( DATABASE *, double '

(ind_vector_id( DATABASE, char * ]

between the star ing posit

current position reaches t

top pos terminate the ch in when t

hain

position matches

the chain code.

_>_.p

ax size maximum size of he chain

points number of pixels in the cu

nd pos the last pixel c

len the total curve ength.

normal, dir y limit, distance Stop pos

e , npo inta , end_pos ,

COORD stop__pos .
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define ecu 1

extern int whei

double len = O.i

/ coordinates of the next positior

/" array pointer for the chain codi

/* initial curve length */
/* distance between two pixels */

chain[0| = curr_x = init_pos.x; /* initial coordii
chain[l] curc_y = init_pos.y; /" .. "/
"P " 2; / reset array pointer to

nextpos ( (dir==CW) 7 MOD8 (notmal+D :

nextx curr_x + neighbor |next_pos] ,x;
next_y - curr_y + neighbor Inextpos] .y;
nextnormal = ( (dir==CH) 7 MODS (next_pos-2)

MOD8(next_pos+2) ) ;

if { check_pixel{ nextx, nexty, next normal
i *= 3 ) I

chain|np++] = next_pos;

curr_y = nexty;

len +-= neighbor|next_normal) .len;

if

File: feature.c

rode. The person is assumed to be

in the image.

:_tipf COORD " )
]_bottom( COORD, COORD )
:_top( COORD, COORD, COORD ' )
r_termination ( COORD, COORD, COORD )
l_position( COORD, COORD, COORD * )
irtermlnation ( COORD, COORD, COORD,

COORD * )

longer than the gii

include "
. Ainclude\human!

Include ". AvincelibW liters
include ". Acurvelib\curvelib.h'

include "
. ..global.global,

h*

((include ". AextractVextract.h"

define NOSE_HIN_TOP 161
define NOSE_ IN_BOTTOM 361
define RATIO_A

0.'

define RATIO B 0.!

* 1/3 down f rom the top
" 1/4 up from the bottom
* rat lo lor the upper te

DISTANCE ( init_pos.X, lnit_pos.y,

it ( curr_y =

else if ( di;

el3e if ( cui

else if ( np

-_y " stop_pos.y )

*

Function:

Intent:
nose_tip
Find the nose tip po

The nose tip is loun

Arguments :

across the window.

void

nose_t

COORD
ip{ pos )

l;i "i
y. &

r win top * NOSE WIN TOP;
/* n

iundary( IMAGE_D>:/2, (NOSE_BIN_TOP+NOSE_IN_BOTTOH) /2

( X >- 0 ) I

Adjust window top r
scan starts from a

top position Is th<

ition so that the \

rkground area. The

inter of the image.

16 outer pixel:
ition. It uses a template of

ioth out the face profile.
the location of the pixel to be checked.

the normal direction of the pixel.

Look for the face silhouette.

' = curr_win_top; y -- NOSE_HIN_BOTTOM; y++ ) I

if ( READ_PKEL( x, y ) - 0 ) (

;_pixel( x, y.

y -= circlel6[normal-2] .y;

p = MOD8< normal+2 )*2;

for ( i = 0; i < 16; i++ ) (
if ( READ_PDCEL( x+circlel6 {pi .

return 0;
y+circlel6[pl .y ) != 0 ]

; READ_PIXEL( x, y2 I

p MOD16I p-1 ) ;

pos->y (y+y2)/2;

position. The nose bott

i position given t

! tip pOSitioi

! bottom posit

.nt npoir
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double "runlen;
COORD 'location;
int fpointlBl ;

;hain = (int ")malloc( 3izeof (int) '256

iet_chain_code ( startpos, BEST, CCO, :

of (int) 'npoints );
sizeof (double) -npoir

{ sizeof (COORD) 'npoir

:ocessing. dnta(] contains all the value:

the starting coordinates. data[0| is
irst direction code in the input chain <

+1, npoints-1 ]

.engthsand the

sum( data, npoii

clipping ( data,

npoints, fpoii

if ( data|tpoint[i] ]

free ( data ) ;

free( runlen ) ;

free! location )

: top po:

. pos . The i

srofile of

<tension of the

lin the face.

nose_top{ nose_tip_pos

COORD nose_tip_pos, :

COORD "pos;

Coord end_pos ;

double clen;

double dist;
double d;

COORD *lo

lain code /

ist pixel position in

irve length of the ch

fr.

; away 1 i the i

get_chain_code ( nose_tip_pos , 3WEST, CH, nose_HIN_TOP,

9999., out_pos, chain, 512, snpoints, .

runlen = (double *)malloc( sizeof {double) "npoints );

location = (COORD "Imallocl sizeof (COORD) "npoints );

x - ROUND! (double) location|i| .1
(double) (nose bottoopos .x-.

y = ROUND! (double) location|i| .;
(double) {nose_bottom_pos.y-.

11 ( READ_PIXEL( X, y ) t" 0 > I

Intent: Find the upper terminating position g:

computed trom the distance between th'

positions. The upper terminating posit

the nose top bottom is proportional t<

reference length.

Arguments: nose top POS nose top position.

nose_bottom_pos nose bottom position.

pos "W po:

upper_t

COORD

COORD

COORD

double

int
COORD

*/
/" a position outside ot the image /

/" number of pixels in the chain /

c( sizeof (int) '256 )

The ficst 1

and the di:

COORD end_pOS ;

double clen;

i code */

;r of pixels in the i

pixel position in t)

1 current pos and n<

sizeof (int) '512 |

*/

nose top position.

see l it reaches the
get_ch in_code( nose_bottom_po3

out pos, chain,

3WEST, CCH, IMA_E_DY-1,

512, snpoints, send_pos,

2.*r
scle

ef_len,

foe i 0; i < npoints; i++ ) (
dist = DISTANCE! nose_bottom pos.x, nosej*

y )
.y.

data = (int *]oalloc( sizeof(in

= (double ')malloc( size
_) "npoints ) ;

it (double) 'npoints ) ;

iocati >n - (coord 'Imallocl siz sof (COORD) 'npoints ) ;

* Check the pixels away from
** If they are not white, that means the r ose top position Prepare data for proces

starting coordinates, dat (0]
,
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i code In the input chain code.

icopy( chain+2, data+1, npoints-1 ; found li

nts, runlen, location ]

incr ( data, npoir

iata, npoints, (point, _nfp

for ( 1 = 0; i < nip; i++ ) (
dist = DISTANCE! nose_bottom_pos

; data[fpointli|

pos--y = lc

if ( found ) !
if ( sign == 0 il mul - 0 )

found = 0;
I
else if ( mul 0 ) |

sign = -sign;

free { data ) ;

free! runlen ) ;

free! location

Function: lower te mination

Intent: Find the upper terminating position given the nose top
**

and the I ose bottom positions. A reference length is
computed from t he distance between the two given

positions . The upper terminating position is defined
as the p xel oi

the nose top bottom is proportional to the
**

reference lengt
** Arguments: nose top pos nose top position.

nose bottom pos nose bottom position.

*/
pos upper terminating position.

lower termination! nose top pos, nose bottom pos, chin pos, pos )
COORD

COORD nose bottom pos

COORD chin pos;

COORD

{
pos;

double dist;
int "chain;
COORD out pos

coord end pos

int npoints

double clen;

/" distance \ nose top and bottom */

/' a position outside of the image */
/* last pixel position in the chain /
/ number of pixels in the chain V
/ curve length of the chain /

out pos.X = IMAGE DX;

out_pos.y = IMAGE_DY;

,._, . (in ., alloc! si zeof (int) "256 ] ;

dist = DISTANCE! nose top pos.x , nose top pos.y,
nose bottom pos.x, nose bottom pos.y );

~- >t ;.- ;. .|ii-- (unction decl<

lude ". AincludeMiumanf .1

Function declarations.

void nosetip! COORD * );
void nose_bottom( COORD, COORD * );
void nose_top( COORD, COORD, COORD );
void upperterminat ion ! COORD, COORD, COORD ' ) ;

void chin_position( COORD, COORD, COORD * );
void lower termination! COORD, COORD, COORD, COORD '

File: fft.c

Intent: Fast Fourier transform.

Routines: void lft( COMPLEX *, int )
void lfft! COMPLEX *, int )
void lowpassl COMPLEX *, int,
void magnitude! COMPLEX , doi

pos-jy = end_pos.y;

Arguments : data

fpoint indexes of the feature point:

nfpoints number of feature points exti

ml data|i|"d.

Function:

Intent:

if ( sign 1 ss data[i) -

sign <== -l ss datali)
max - data[i); / cecon

fft2 [ x, N, TRUE ) ;

lowpass

A lowpass filter that cuts out the high freguenci-

a transformed sequence. This procedure makes use i
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the identity
x|-i| - x|N - i|

which represents the negative trequei

function keeps the values unchanged .

between x | - k | to x[k|, inclusively. '.

( i = k+1; 1 --:= N/2; / pr.

/" pr.

fft2
Compute either the FFT or the inverse FFT of the

the radix 2 decimation- in-time method {cf. Peled i

-Digital Signal Processing") .

x input data in complex values.

of '

inverse a flag indie. the direction of th.

;rae transformation.

/* d 2-(s-l| is the distance (in index) between ,

/* the number of distinct twiddle factors at 3tage :

/* stage of the computation /
/ index of first terra used with twiddle factor */
/' difference in indexes ot terms with twiddle '/

/* power ot twiddle factor V

N ) ; /" reorder the 3equ.

Proceed through log2ofN stages.

; = 0; s log2ofN; s++ ) (

COMPLEX_CONJ [ i

SINIpower, N)

COMPLEX_MULT( rl, w, x | k+d ] );

COMPLEX_ASSIGN( r2, x|k| |;
COMPLEXADD! x|k), r2, rl );
COMPLEX_SUB( x|k+d], r2, rl );

power *o pir

COMPLEX ctemp;

/* interchange x[i| and x|)]

CCMPLEX_AS3IGN( ctemp, X 1 1 ) |
CCMPLX_A55IGN( X[i], X|)J )
COMPLEX_ASSIGN( x(j|, cteap :

of the input array.

COMPLEX MA_

File: fith

itndet TRUE
define TRUE

endif

lfndef FALSE

("define

((endif

FALSE

Macros to be with the array defined in I

fftl COMPLEX *, int
ifft{ COMPLEX *, in-

lowpa33( COMPLEX *,
magnitude! COMPLEX

File: fgrabber.c

Intent: Contains functions relatf

Routines: void init_itexpc( voi<

void freeze! void )

le - AincludeXhumanf .1

THRESHOLD 230

Initial the ITEX PCVI'jIoNpH

init i.. Function: bit reverse texpcl void )
_* Intent: First step in the radix 2 decimation-in-time FFT. {

The complex sequence x[D], x|N-l is reordered sethdw! 0x300, OxDOODOL DUAL ) ;

** in-place using bit reversal; e.g. it N = 8, x| 41 = setdim! 512, 512, 8 ) ;

** xUOQb] will be interchanged with x|l] == x|001b| . initialize!) ;

'/

Arguments : x input data in complex values.
N size of the input array.

select mem! MEM A ) ;

display mem! HEM_A ) ;

linlut! INPUT, LINEAR )
static setlut! INPUT, LINEAR )
bit revetsel x, n ) ]
COMPLD *x;

(

N;

int i, j k, n2;
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anary image when the keyboard

int 'data;

rrepare the binary input loo)

threshold! INPUT, 5, 255, THRESHOLD )

ble for snapping.

toe ( j - Of _
< lj ]+-

temp = datalj I ;

data[j| datal] +l|;
data|]+l) = temp;

second table when

tlut ( INPUT, LINEAR )

Integer array copy function.
x the input integer array.

y the output integer array

File: fgrabber.h

Lcopy! x, y, n )

int i;

for (1=0;

elated to the tr.

Compute the first-ordei

the range of -4 to +3.

The output v(

ifdef / * define only it using the 1

xtern void init_itexpc( void );

lendif

'endit

File: filters.c

tempi, tenp2;

tempi data |0 | ;

temp2 = data|i] ;

tempi = temp2 - tempi;
tempi tempi > 3 7 temp. - B : tempi;

datali] = tempi < -4 7 templ + B ; tempi

tempi " tenp2;

Filters toi

dian filter of :

input data array (modify-m-place)

ber of data points in data

ter size (preterrably odd number)

Convolve the data with an all-l's kernel ot

The result of each value in the data array

essentially the sum of all numbers within 1

data the input data array (modify- in-pli
n number ot data points in data

nt "data; md2 = m/2;

/ window size / 2 V

tor ( i = 0;

Convolution beg u

dat |md2) = t_win[rad2) ,

p - 0;

for ' L

win.pl 1 dataii]';
{

icopy( win, t win. m ) :

data|i-md2| = t win{md21

p - (p+1) \ a;

win|p| = datali);
sum += datali);
datali-md2| = sum;

p = (p+1) Vm;

tor ( l - 0; l < od2; 1++ ) I* clear the beginning and I

- ) /*
.. V
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all numbers in data which are less than the

?shold value, t, to 0 while leaving the othe

langed.

i the input data array (modify- in-place]
number of data points in data

threshold value

typedef unsigned .

typedef struct cot /* Integer (x,y) coordinates V

it f datali) . 0 &_ data 1 1 1

I* neighbor pels and i

/ length ot displace.

File: Filters.h
/.

File: , s.h
** Intent: Ol e-dlmensi

*/
d clatation

ifndef

define

FILTERS H

FILTERS H

{ i int.
extern void icoPY int *

void bsorr int )
extern void ine r ( int nt );

/* number ot vectors in the

READPIXEL, URITEPIXEL

operation depends on the t la<

clipping ( int

ifdef

define READ_PIXEL (x , y)

else

define READ_PIXEL (x, y)
endif

define HRITE_PIXEL (x , y) setpixeKx.yj

oai.c
* Macro:

Intent

defi ie ROUND(

Round a positive real number x to tl

( Ix)-(double) Mint) !x) ) < 0.5 7 (n

; DISTRNCE(xl,yl,x2,y2] \
( sqrt! (double} !(xl)-(x2) )* {double) ((>

(double) ( (yl) - {y21 ) (double) { (>

NEIGHBOR neighbor!]

( -1, -1, ROOT2

( 0, -1, 1. I,
( 1, -1, ROOT2

( 1, 0, 1. I,
! 1, 1, ROOT2 )

ef ine FABS (x)

MODB, MOD16

Modulo ot 8 and 16.

Range ol operation is -E

-16 < X < 32 for MOD16.

1.0 7 (x) : - (x)

( la) < (bi

mtal size ol

File: image.c

include <stdlib.h>

include <.stdio.h>

include <graph.h>

include <(cntl.h>

include <io.h>

include <math-h>

include <string.h>

include <sys\types .h>

include <sysVstat.h>

include "cAitexpcUncludeXitexptg.l

include
"c:\itexpc\include\stdtyp.h'

Image loading and saving routines.

void get_image( void 1
int i_ex_image_header { chat ',

int loadim_pc! char *, int *, n

int loadim_pc2 ( char *, int, in

void saveim_pc( char ', int, int

itdet FRAME GRABBER

get_image I I
To snap a binary image using the tr.
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image ! void )
:ad( id, bp, BUF_.IZE I

0; i < len; 1++ ) (
.f ( bp[i] ! 0 )

Function : qet_image

Intent: To load a image from an ITEX image tile to the VGA

fprint! ( s

exit! 1 ) ;

* Function: saveim pc

Intent: Save an uncc=*r.r essed ITEX i mage (torn the vrA memory
at frame pos itlon (0,0) to a tile.

" Arguments: tile name the output filename.

width width of image in pixels.

length length of lmage in pixels.

Function : itex_unage_header
Intent: This function returns informal

specified ITEX image file.
Arguments: filename the image fill

x, y upper left-hai

dx, dy size ot image
format 0 EIGHT_BTT; 1 COMPRESSION

Return value: 0 operation failed.

: of fr.

sful.

iage_header( :

*f ilename;
*x, *y, "dx,

bp - (UCHAR Mmallocf BUF_SIZE );

twritel "IM", 1, 2, fp ) ;

fwritel _zero, sizeol (int) , 1, fp 1;

fwritel swidth, sizeof (int) , 1, fp ),

twrite( slength, sizeof(int), 1, fp )

fwritel szero, sizeof (int), 1, fp ),

e{ _zi

-ollint) ,

:Of { 1, fp

/" dy "/
/ x origin
/*

y origin
EIGHT BIT

/ reserved by ITEX *

O RDONLY I O BINARY I

read ( td, ftype, 2 ) ;

if ( ttypelOl 1= 'I' II ftypelll
close! (d ) ;

( /' Image tile signature

ctr <. BUF_SIZ ) I

bp|ctr++| = READ_PKEL( x, ;
it ( ++x == width ) !

x = 0;

readf td

read( td

/* 3ize to comment area "/
/* horizontal size ot the image

/* vertical size of the image */
/* upper left-hand corner x */
/' upper left-hand corner y 'I
/' 0 = EIGHTBIT; 1 = CCMPRESSIOI
/' reserved by ITEX */

;lose( fd ) ;

eturn( 64+csi;

Function: loadim pc

Intent: Load a uncoropcessed ITU. image

at fra_ e pos it ion (0,0).

Arguments : file n

width width of image

length length of image

Return values: 0 opetation faile

operation failed.

dlm_pc2( tile_name, xorg, y_c

,r 'lile_name;

x_org, y_org;

loadim_pc ( f i

UCHAR 'bp;

int x, y, dx, dy, form

int

comment|256|;

fd;

UCHAP "bp;

int
i7 j, k, ctr;

int th = reductio ired

fd = open! fi.

= itex image_header ( f ile_name,

iy, _dx, sdy, itotmat, comment )) == 0 )

,rn 0; /* unable to open input tile */

O RDONLY I O BINARY ) ;

fd open( file_neme, O_R0ONLY I 0_BINARY )

if ( format == 1 I

Now read the imai rtvideomode! VRES16COL'"R i

bp = (UCHAR ")m

bp = (UCHAR *)_alloc( dx'reduci

x end = x_rg + dx/reduct ion;

x = x_org;

y = y_org;
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while ( read{ fd, bp, dx'reduction ) ] 1
printfl "How many coefficients do you wish to use

"the comparison?
* ) ;

scant ( "Id", tncompare ) ;
for ( i = 0; 1 < dx; i += reduction ) (

tor (

if {

j = 0; j < reduction; j++ )
for ( k = 0; t < reductio

if ( bplreduction
Ctr-M-;

)

ctr > th | {
setcolor ( 255 ) ;

_setplxel(x, y ) ;

(
n; k++ ] !
*j+i+k| 1 0 )

while

if ! ncompare -111 ncompare > database .vsize)

if ! iget vector! database.vsize, vector 1 ) !

else

)

1
setcolor! 0 ) ;

jietpixeU x. y ) ; (litndet

vnum " classify! database, vector, ncompare, dista ce );

)
endit

setvideomodef DEFAULTMODE );

x = x org;

y++;

if ( vector ok __ distoncelvnum] THRESHOLD16 ) 1
fill page! database .vectorid(vnum| );

close! fd ) ; if ( batch )
tree! bp ) ; fprintfl fp, "ld\t\d\n*\ b ctr, vn jra+1 ) ,

setcolor! 255 | ; '

File: image.h

Image loading and saving function declan

lid get_image ( '

ITEX image fi

ltex_i__ege_header (
loadim_pc( char *,
loadim_pc2{ char *,
saveimpcl char *,

matching .<

This is tl

include ".
Adatabase\database.h"

(include ".
AcLassifyXclassity.h"

include ".Avector\vector

deline THRESHOLD16 0.000100

char *"argv;

.Stance!DATABASE,

database; / database being used /

int
int

"distance; /

of coefs used in the com

vector selected lor the

distances from the test ve

int
int
int
FILE

batch = 0;
b ctr - 0;
*fp;

/

/

' 0 for non-batch processing
* number ot taces processed

batch output file pointer

if ( a egc

t

_;
= 1;
fopen! "batch.

g UJ

"w" ) ;

scant { "Is", buf ) ;

if ( !load_database( sdatabi

fprintf ( stderr, "Ur

exitf -1 );

.he database
fileAn"

printf ( "Database loadedAn" ) :

printf ( "Vector size: IdVn", database .vsize

printfl "Number of vectors in the database:he database: ld\n",

of (double) "data!

rof (double) 'database.nvector;

illpagef "Unable to ext:

f ( batch )
fprmtt ( fp,

printli "\n\nDo you v

scanll "lis", bul |;

if ( -but 'n' )

"* Function: fill_page
* Intent: Fill the :

Argument; string

void

fill_page( string )

I
char buf[80l;

in the database.

show diatancel database, di:

DATABASE database;

int space_left = BO;

system!
"els'

); / clear the screen (or output

sprintfl buf, "Is 1-6.Of ",
database.vector_id|i|, distance 1 1 ] '1000000 ).

space_left -= strlenl bul );

if [ space_lelt . 0 )
printli "is", buf ) ;
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File: samplings

sample ( int ', int, doul

display! CCMPLEX , int,
display! int *, int, ini

display2{ int *, int, ie

1; i < nsaoples; i++ )
rr x = ROUND {cur e samp e|i).

rr y ROUND (cur e samp e[i].

ITE PIXEL! frame x+curr

Function : cdisplay
Purpose: Output the

Arguments: curve

ordinate of the upper- le(t

include ". Acurvelib\curvelib
include "

. Af f t\complex.h"

include "
.
Aglobal\global.h"

define CHAIN_Termination 255 /*

points from an <

The curve sampl.

nsample:

chain code of the input

the total length of the

operation failed.

HRITE_PIXEL[ frame_x+curr_x, f rame_y+curr_y I;

while [ curvelm) 1= CHAIN_TERMINATION ) I

curr_x += neighbor [nextjnovel .x;

curr_y + neighbor |next_move ] .y;
WRITE PIXEL! frame x+curr_x, I rame__y+cu r i

int nsample

double c length

COMPLEX

1
COMPLEX Z.,0
int curr x, curr y; /* current pixel position V
int prev x, prev y; /* previous pixel position V
double prev pos, curr pos; /* curve length since the start .g pt

I'fti.ib le desired pos; /* desired curve len from start ng pt
lout' le fraction; /' fraction in length between p xels

int next move; /* direction of next movement '/

double slen = clength/ (double

m = 2;
!n3ample3-l) ; /" segment lengt

/* index of curve_sample */

curve ample = sample =

(COMPLEX *)malloc( sizeof (COMPLEX) *(n3amples+l) ) ;

prev x = curr x - curvelOl;
/" header contains starting pos tion

prev y = curr y = curved! ; /' ditto */

prev pos = curr pos - 0.0; /* lirst position is zero /

sample! )].x = (double)curr x; / first sample is the lirst po

sample 1 i).y - (double)curr y; /* ditto V
desired j>03 = slen;

/* next sample position V

while [ curvelm) != CHAIN TERMINATION ) (
next move = curve [m| ;

curr x += neighborlnex t move) .x;

curr y += neighbor [ne* t move| .y;

curr pos +- neighborlr ext_movel .len;

3ired_pos ) (
(double) (desiredpos - prev^pos) /

(double] (curr_pos - prev_pos) ;

t rame x, frame

linear reductior

ode ot the open <

o the output tri

curr_x = (double)curve[01/reduction;

curr_y (double) curveUl/reduction;

frame x = ROUND ( (double) frame_x/ reduction) ;

frame_y = ROUND ( (double) frame_y/ reduction) ;

HRITEPIXEL < f ramex+ROUND !curr_x) , 1 ramey+ROUND <curr_y)

while ( curvelm] != CHAINTERMINATION ) !

samplelil.y = prev_y + fr.

desired_pos += slen; /

prev_x = cui

prev_y = cui

prev_pos = (

File: sampling.h

Ensure the la3t poit

samplelnsamples-1) .x =

sample |nsample3-l I .y =

icluded in the sample:

the last pt */

samplelnsample3] .x -

sample Insamples ] .y =

it ( curr_pos

elude '. AfftVcomple:

extern int csample ! int *, int, double, COMPLEX '

extern void sdisplay! COMPLEX *, int, int, int );

extern void cdisplay! int *, int, int ) ;

extern void cdisplay2! int *, int. int, double I;

.nateof the upper-left
-

ot the output frame.

: sample, nsamples. rame_x, frame_y 1

File: training. c

File: training. c

Intent: This is the main progr*

database or blending n<-

prev_x, prev_y;

curr x = ROUND! curve samplelOJ .x 1 ;

curc_y = round! curve samplelOl.y };

WRITE PIXEL! frame x+curr x, frame y+cu

include *
. AincludeXhumant

include
"

.
Adatabase\databas'

include
"

. Avector\vector
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I* default value '/

p{ argv[l], "-b" ]

batch processing /

/* batch input "/

f( "\a", database name );

! load_database ( -database, database_name ) ) |
printf! "Unable to open the database fileAn" )
printf) "Do you wish to create one7 (y/n) " ];
scanl{ "Us", but > ;

(( "What

/ cc

databast

ase{ tdat

print( [ "GoodbyeAn"

File: vector. c

** Intent: To o

pro(

'/

include "
. A include .human..

include "
. \ image\ image . h "

include
include " Aextract\extract
include " Asampling\sampli
include " A feature\ feature
include " Afft\complex.h"

include AfftWtt.h"

define DISPLAY OFFSET 60
define MAX CHAIN SIZE 1024
define REF NPOINTS 20
define RATIO A 0.75
define RATIO B 0.5

i Fourier descriptor:

tor the upper ten

printf { "Database create!

FFT_SIZE/2.

operation tailed.

get vector ! '

double "vec-

FRAME GRABBER

>mode( DEFAULTMODE )

sis", buf, buf2 )

COORD nose tip pos;

COORD nose bottom p
COORD nose top pos,

COORD upper term po

COORD chin pos;

COORD lower term po

COORD end pos;

COMPLEX '

COMPLEX '

/ upper terminating pos I
/ chin position V
/" lower terminating posi

/* Size Of the FFT operation */

/* number ol pixels in the curve V
/* horizontal offset tor display '/
/* length ol the profile curve */
/ samples of the curve V

/*

itf ( "Do you want to add thl:

"to the database? !y/n]
if ( "lis", buf2 ] ;

ptlnttl "Number of vectors blended

database. vector_ctr [vi

printf ( "Do you want blend th

scant [ "lis", bu2 ) ;

) ) ;

:t0r_0k IS 'buf2 ==
'y1

blend_vector ( sdataba:
save database! databa:

:

printf ( "Do you wish to conti

scanf ( "lis", buf2 ) ;

if { "buf2 ==
'n' )

break;
else (

printf! "Hill that be

scant! "lis", buf2 ) ;

get_image(): /* get image trom the camera or an inpi

nose_tip( _nose_tip_pos);
nosebottoml nosetippos, _nose_bottom_pos);

nose_top ! nose_tip_pos , no3e_bottora_pos , snose_top_pos ),

chin_position 1 nose_top_pos , nose_bottom_pos, tchin_pos ) .

lower_tetminat ion ! nose_top_pos , nose_bottom_pos , chinpos,
_lower_term_po3) ;

chain = (int ")malloc{ sizeof !int) *MAX_CHAIN_SIZE );

get_chain_code( upper_term_pos , BEST, CCU, IHAGEDY-1, 9990.,
nn, MAX_CHAIN_SIZE, inpoint:

OISPLAYOFFSET;

( oftset+no e top pos.x, nose top po s.y ) ;

( offset+no e tip pos.x. nose tip po j.y 1 ;

( offset+no e bottom pos x, nose bot torn pos.y
( oftset+up_-erterm pos. , upper terb pos.y )

[ oftset+ch in pos.x, chi pos -y ) ;

( ottset+lo-jer term_pos. , lower ter _ pos .y )/^square

'_dline( of fset+nose_top_pos .x, no:

of tset+nose_bottom_pos .x, nose_bottom_iK>3 .\,

REf_NPOINTS ) ;

t_dline! of tset+nose_top_pos .x, nose_top_pos.y,

of f3et+upper_term_pos.x, uppertermpos .y,

(int) {{double! (REF_NPOINTS) 'RATIOA)
pos.x, chinpos.y,

off:

.nt)I {< e) (REFJIPOINTS) *RATIO_B)

offset +- DI3PLAY_OFFSET*3/2;

lag 1 1 ] /mag 1 1 J /
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from the beginning to the end and

beginning to form a closed boundary

Cl

ampies numb r of samp

COMPLEX

int
COMPLEX

(

*curve_sample;

COMPLEX 'curve;
int i, j;

nsamples, closedc eve )

'closed curve = cu

{COMPLEX 'Imalloc sizeof (complex) " ( samples-1

tor ( i - 0; i r samples; i++ )
CCMPLEXASSIGNI CUd

FRAME GRABBER

setcolor! 2 55 1 ;

JRITE PIXEL x-2. y-2

RITE PIXEL x-1, y-2

RITE PIXEL -2 )
RITE PIXEL x+1, y-2
RITE PIXEL x+2. y-2
RITE PIXEL x+2.
JRITE PIXEL x+2, Y )
JRITE PIXEL x+2. yfl
JRITE PIXEL x+2. y+2

JRITE PIXEL x+1, Y+2

JRITE PIXEL x, y+2 )
JRITE PIXEL x-1. yVt

JRITE PIXEL x-2, y+2

(RITE PIXEL x-2. y+1

RITE PIXEL x-2.
JRITE PIXEL x-2. y-1

File: veetor.h

] - nsamples;

for ( i = 1; i < nsaoples-1;

CCMPLEX_ASSIGN( curve

Draw a dotted line between two points.

xl, yl, x2, y2 two points.

lfndet

define VECTOR^H

extern int ,

endif

,ine( xl, yl, x2 , y2 , npoint:

xl, yl, x2, y2;

s[xl-x2) > obs{yl-y2) ) t
slope = (double) (yl-y2)/ (doi
dx = (double) (x2-xl)/(doublt

x = (double)xl + dx (double) i;

y (double) yl - slope* ( !double]

WRITE_PIXEL< ROUNDlx), ROUND!y]

. a 0; i < npoints; i++ ] (
y = (double)yl + dy*(double)i;
x = (double] xl - s lope* ( (double]
WRITE PIXEL! ROUND(X], ROUND (yl

ORITE_PIXEL x, y ) ;

WRITE PIXEL k-3, y );
WRITE PIXEL x-2 y ) ;
WRITE PIXEL x-2 y ) ;

WRITE PIXEL x-1 y > ;

WRITE PIXEL x+1 y > ;

WRITE PIXEL x+2 y > ;

WRITE PIXEL x+3 y >;

WRITE PIXEL x, y-1 ) ;

WRITE PIXEL x, y-2 |;
WRITE PIXEL x, y-1 ) ,

WRITE PIXEL x, y+1 1 ;

WRITE PIXEL x, y+2 );

WRITE PIXEL X, r+3 );
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